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ARE THE GREAT LAKES RETAINING THEIR ANCIENT

LEVEL?

By Staff Commander J. G. BOULTON, R.N.

(Read before the Association of Dominion Land Surveyors at
Ottawa, 16th February, 1892, and now published for the first time.)

This question is nlot easy to answer definitely, from past
experience, because, as far as I am aware, there ar no con-
tinuous records of the movements of lake waters farther
back than thirty years. During this period careful records
have been kept, and the question would have been better
put in this form: Are the great lakes likely to maintain
the mean level of the last thirty years ? Or it might be
put thus: Have we any i.eason to' fear that the lakes are
being slowly but surely drained ? I was led to make a few
remarks on this subject because of the unprecedently low
stage of water at the present time on all the lakes except-
ing Lake Superior. I have no theory to propound as to
the future movement of the lake waters. My object has
been simply to collect and give the Association what in-
formation I can upon the present and past condition of the
inland seas, and invite opinions on the likelihood of their
future movements.
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Many of the members hero present have read of the
anxieties of shipowners and vessel captains about the low
stage of water last year, and there is littie wonder at their
alarm when official records kept by the United States Gov-
ernment show that before the close of navigation in 1891
the water in Lake Huron was 3, feet lower than the level
in June, 1886.

What no doubt increases the alarm is that this is not a
sudden dip, but a steady fall of half a foot a year since 1886.
The members of this Association know sufficient of marine
matters to understand how seriously this action of the
water may have affected the earnings of the splendid 3000-
ton steamers belonging to the States, trading from Lake
Erie to Lake Superior, built in 1886, when the water had
stood at a high and apparently permanent level for four
years. Vessels which ývhen loaded were drawing all the
water the canals and artificial channels could give them in
the high stage of 1882 to 1886, found on their last trips in
the fall of last year 3½ feet less water; that is, if they made
the trips at al]; which they could only do with half a cargo.
To these men, to Canadian shipowners, and to lake coin-
merce generally, the question of the maintenance of the
lake level is a ývery important matter.

From records of the rain and snowfall kindly fnrnished
me by Chariles Carpmael, Esq., it appears that the dimin-
ished quantity of precipitation since 1886 is nearly equival-
ent to the amount the water has fallen below the mean level
since that date.

In Lake Superior the rainfall has been normal, and the
level has not lowered like that of the other lakes. Those
well versed in the subject of forestry will be able to say
whether the clearing of the woods by fire and axe is likely
to cause a permanent diminution of rain and snow.

Evaporation plays an important part in the lowering of
the level of the lakes, no doubt, not merely from the sun's
rays (which iii the course of the survey my officers and
myself had reason to feel hot enough at times), but by the
dry westerly winds accompanying a bright, sky, and blow-
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ing with great force and evaporating effect whon forming
the dry rear semicircle of the revolving storms which pass
over the lakes. An alteration in -the meteorological condi-
tions to cause for a period a preponderance of those winds
in duration and force would. no doubt, have a marked
effect on the water of the lakes.

The Welland Canal is an additional outlet for Lake Erie,
the Sault Canal for Lake Superior, the lowor canals for the
River St. Lawrence, and the deepening of St. Clair River
for Lake Huron. But I leave it to hydraulie, engineers to
calculate the additional quantity of water carried off in this
artificial way.

Another interesting calculation would be the wearing
effect of continual running water at the various rapid out-
lets. It is possible the rocky outlets of these lakes are
wearing deeper by this natural means.

It is not necessary to say much about the reported sub-
terranean passage from Lake Huron to the Gulf of St. Law-
rence, because, if it exist, it is probably of very ancient
origin, and may be considered a constant factor affectiug
equally both sides of the equation, the future and the past.

Should any member of the Society have made a survey
of this passage at any time, a few words from him about it
might be interesting. This tradition lias some value, how-
ever, on account of its being handed down by seamen whose
veracity on al] matters maritime has never yet been impugned.

In 1838 there seems to have been the highest stage of
water of which we have any authentie record. This high
water has been used by the United States authorities as the
plane of reference for the soundings on thoir charts, and
for the records of the oscillations to which I have alluded.

From 1859 to 1887 the mean water-surface of Lake On-
tario was 2·1 feet below,the high water of 1838. There has
been, on the whole, a gradual fall fron 1859 to 1872, and a
similar rise to 1888. I have not the records from 1888 to date,
but have reason to believe the fall has been similar to that
in Lakes Huron and Michigan, for which there are records
to the end of last year. In Lake Ontario during this period
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of twenty-eight years the water has fluctuated from 18 inches
above to the same distance bolow the mean level for that
period. The relationship between the rainfall and the stage
of water in this lake, howevor, is not very apparent. The
range of the yearly rise and fall is greater in this than in
any of the othe.r lakes, having been as much as 4 feet in
1867; the highest water taking place in May and the lowest
in mid-winter.

In Lake Erie the mean level from 1859 to 1887 was 2
feet below the high water of 1838. Although the records
are not printed to date there is every reason to believe that
since 1887 the water in this lake has fallen similarly to that
of Lake Huron, of which we have records. Thore has a beon a
gradual fall from 1859 to 1872, and a corresponding rise to
1887, but not so marked as in Lake Ontario. The fluc-
tuations on either side of the mean lino have not been so
great as in Lake Ontario, nor has the yearly range ex-
ceeded 1 feet, excepting twice.

For Lakes Huron and Michigan the mean level from
1859 to 1887 was 2·8 feet below the high water of 1838.
There was a period of Io w water from 1864 to 1869; again
in 1872-73, also in 1879 and 1880. The water thon rose
steadily to 1886, and has fallen over 3 feet since, or to 1½
feet below the mean level of 1859 to 1889. The average
yearly fluctuation is about 15 inches. In those two lakes
the periods of high water have been attended by copious
rainfalls, and vice versa.

For Lake Superior the mean level from 1859 to 1887 is
given as 3 feet below the high water of 1838, and this level
bas been maintained very steadily to the present time. The
relationship of the lake level to the rainfall is not very ovi-
dent bore. The yearly fall and rise is about one foot.

In all the lakes, excepting Lake Superior, the poriod
from 1881 to 1886 was attended by high water, its level
during the principal summer months having been 1 foot
higher .han the mean from 1859 to 1887. This period was
sufficiently long for men who had not studied the pre-
viously recorded movenents of the waters to conclude that
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this stage of water was the normal condition, and it quite
accounts for the alarm of the shipowners and masters, who
have had unpleasant reminders by the grounding of their
vessels that the water has been steadily falling half a foot
yearly since 1886.

The water in Lake Ontario attains its maximum in May,
in Lake Erie in June, in Lakes Huron and Michigan in
July and August, and in Lake Superior in August and
September.

This rapid fall of the water since 1886 was very notice-
able in the steep shores of the vicinity of Parry Sound last
year. the rocks being void of vegetation and stained black
from 2 to 2j feet above the level of the present water.

Admiral Bayfield in 1820 shows two clean granite rocks
just level with the water in that year. In 1887 these two
rocks were in the same condition.

Gen. Poe, U. S. A., the best authority probably on the
hydrography of the inland seas, says in a letter to me: " I
cannot believe that the unprecedently low water in Lake
Huron will continue, but think the level will come up again
as soon as the precipitation becomes normal. For four or
five years in succession the precipitation in the basins of the
lakes eastward of Lake Superior has been below the mean,
a fact which sufficiently explains the low stage we now have.
Still I am further of the opinion that the surface of the
lakes has been at some time at a considerably lower level
than that of which we have any record, and it is possible
that the subsidence may continue till that lower level is
reached. That is, evidence exists to show that we are now
in the highest state of a series of fluctuations which have
long periods, probably a century or two."

Mr. Carpmael, the director of the Meteorological Ob-
servatory at Toronto, says: "As to whether the recent
deficiency in rainfall is likely to be permanent, is a
question of great difficulty. It seems not unlikely, to a
limited extent, the recent deficiency may be owing to the
diminution of the forests."
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GEOLOGICAL .L4OTES.

By SIR J. WILLIA-M DAWSON, LL.D., F.R.S.

The following notes, made in my recent sojourn in the
South, may be of interest to some readers of the RECORD:

I.-The Classification of the Oldest Rocks.

Much controversy bas raged over the age and arrange-
ment of the older rocks of the Scottish Highlands; and
ever since I had an opportunity to talk over the subject
with my old friend and fellow-student, Prof. Nicol, of Aber-
deen, I bave felt that the matter was not in a position for a
detailed comparison of these rocks with the clearly defined
series worked ont by Logan in Canada. Quite recently,
however, I have read in the newr American "Journal of
Geology," an article by the distinguished head of the
Geological Survey of Great Britain, in which he gives,
avowedly for the benefit of those " engaged in the study of
the oldest rocks of North Amerien," a summary of the
latest conclusions on the subject. From this I deduce the
following general statements:

1. The older group of the Highlands is not the whole of
the Lewisan group of Murchison, the Laurentian of Logan,
but only the lower part of it-the Ottawa group of the
Canadian Survey, and this holding probably a larger pro-
portion of intrusive igneous matter than is usual in Canada.
lIe mentions, however, certain rocks of Loch Maree in
Ross-shire which, so far as mineral characters go, may
represent a portion of the Upper Member of the Laurentian.
No doubt whon he as time to examine the Western Islands
he will find there the IJpper or Grenville series as well; so
at least specimens from these islands would seem to indi-
cate. I may mention here that recent examinations by Dr.
F. D. Adams seem to have confirmed the conclusion that
the Upper Laurentian of Logan is mainly composed of
igneous material erupted in the latter part of the Lanren-
tian period, so that in the typical Ottawa region only two
bedded members exist, the Ottawa group and the Grenville
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series. Whether any of the series of crystalline bedded
rocks associated with the typical Lower Laurentian west
of Lake Superior and in New Brunswick represent in time
these eruptive masses of Anothosite romains as yet uncer-
tain though it seems plain that some of them belong to the
seemingly long intorval betwei the Laurentian and the
Huronian. For the prosent, however, -the Middle Lauren-
tian or Grenville series may in the Ottawa district be re-
garded as the Upper Laurentian.

2. The Torridonian sandstones and associated beds in
Scotland seem to occupy a position corresponding to that
of the Huronian in Canada, and resemble them in mineral
character and in the few fossils which they contain.

3. The so-called Dalradian series in Scotland'is apparent-
ly of uncertain age; but in Ireland it would seem that a
similar series holds conglomerates with pebbles of the older
gneiss, precisely as the Canadian slate conglomerate does.
This also may represent the Huronian or the series ap-
proaching to it in age or constituting the upper part which
Hunt has named Taconian.

4. The Uriconian and Longmyndian of England and
Wales may also, as Geikie suggests, be in part Iluronian,
or equivalents of the Scottish Dalradian. Specimens of
these rocks which I have studied leave the impression that
lithologically they may admit of this reference.

5. There remains, however, mnch probability that equi-
valents of the remarkable Kewenian series of North
America may be included in the latter formations; in
which case as in Canada, they may admit of distinct sepan-
tion as an Upper Huronian or possibly as a downward ex-
tension of the Basal Cambrian.

6. It is evident that in Great Britain, as in Canada, the
Laurentian rocks had been elevated into land before the
Huronian period ; and that the latter with the Kewenian
constitute littoral formations of coarse clastie material and
volcanic ejections following the lines of the old Laurentian
coast and constituting the oldest members of those great
sedimentary formations which reach upward continuously
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through the Paloozoic Poriod. In Canada they extend in

patches along the coast lino'of the old Laurentian continent
and stretch inward into its bays and inlets. The account
given of them by Logan and Murray in the Geology of
Canada under the names Lower and Upper copper-bearing
series is in many respects the best up to the prosent time,
as I can testify from personal examination of portions of
the ground.

It may be remarked here that in Canada, though the
Laurontian beds are much folded and contorted, they are
comparatively little affected by faulta or over-thrasts ; and
the succession is often extremely clear, while the outerops
of individual beds can be traced over great distances. This
applies especially to the Upper or Grenville series, holding
the great limestones and beds of graphite and magnetite,
and the serpentinous limestone containing Eozoon.

The simple arrangement of the infra Cambrian rocks
as Kewenian, Huronian and Laurentian is further vin-
dicated by Walcott's section in the Colorado Canyon, which
shows only these superimposed but unconformable. The
lowest member is a granitic rock probably equivalent to
the Fundamental Gneiss. Walcott has found in the upper
part of the infra Cambrian an obscure Discina-like or
Stenotheca-like shell and a fragment resembling the cheek
of a small Trilobite. Still lower are the stromatoporoid
masses of supposed Cryptozoun. Some specimens of this
recently sliced show distinct traces of structure similar to
that of Hall's typical species of Cryptozoum.

In the second number of the " Journal of Geology," Van
Hise sums up what is known of the older rocks of Lake
Superior and divides them into what he calls "Basement
Complex," equivalent to the Lower Laurentian of Logan,
Lower Huronian and Kewenian. In this he agrees per-
fectly with the original classification of Logan and Murray
in the Geology of Canada, 1863, except that possibly some
Upper Laurentian rocks are included in the " Lower
Huronian." The true Upper Laurentian or Grenville
series seems, however, to be absent in the Lake Superior
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region, so far as yet known. Possibly it may have been
removed by denudation before or during the ifuronian age,
or it may have assumed difforent mineral characters which
may have caused it to be referred to the so-called Kewatin
or Lower Huronian group.

2.-The Most Ancient Fishes.

Walcott has now found, and showed me when in Washing-
ton, large portions of the armc"-- of a Placoganoid from
the Siluro-Cambrian of Colorado. These fragments seem
completely to remove any doubts as to the nature of the
detached plates previously found. They have not as yet
been described; but would seem to indicat3 a type not very
remote from some Upper Silurian and Devonian genera.

3.-Comparison of Existing and Pleistocene Glaciers.

An interesting and thoughtful paper, by Warren Upham,
has just appeared,* in which he institutes a comparison
between "Pleistocene and Present Ice-sheets." The present
ice-sheets are stated to be four. (1.) The Antarctic or thbt
which fringes the Antarctic continent and is probably bet-
tar entitled to the name than any other; but which differs
from the supposed ce-sheets of the Pleistocene in fronting
on the sea and discharging all its produce as floating ice.
In this, however, it certainly, resembles many of the great
local glaciers of the Pleistocene. (2.) The great nevé of
Greenland, which however discharges by local glaciers
and these open on the sea. (3.) The Malaspina glacier of
Alaska, evidently a local glacier of no great magnitude,
though presenting some exceptional features. (4.) The
Muir glacier of A laska, also a local glacier, but perhaps,
like the Malaspina, showing some features illustrative of
local Pleistocene glaciers.

hI the "conferences and comparisons," however, the facts
detailed in the earlier part of the paper are plaèed in com-
par'son with postulates respecting the Pleistocene which
are incapable of proof. (1.) It is taken for granted that

'Bulletin Geol. Society of America, March 24,1893.
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the upper limits of glaciation in the mountain ranges of
America indicate the thickness of a continental ice-sheet.
They probably indicate only the upper limit of the abrasion
of local glaciers. (2.) Hence it is computed that the thick-
ness of a continental glacier flowing radially outward in
all directions from the Laurentian highlands of Canada,
amounted to two miles; and in connection with this it is
stated that the maximum thickness of a continental glacier
of the great Cordilleran glacier of the west lias been
estimated to be about 7,0.)0 feet, an entirely different thing
and referring to the maximum depth of a local glacier
traversing deep valleys. (3.) It is admitted that the
assumed continental glacier could not move without an
elevation of the Laurentian highlands to the height of
several thousand feet, of which we have no evidence, for
the cutting of the deep fiords refered to in this connection
must have taken place in the time of Pliocene elevation of
the continents before the glacial period. (4.) The Upper
and Lower Boulder drift, so different in their characters,
are accounted for on the supposition that the former cornes
from material suspended in the ice at some height above
its base, the other from that in the bottom of the ice. In
like manner the widely distributed interglacial beds holding
remains of land plants of North temperate character, are
attributed to such small local occurrences of trees on or
under moraines as appear in the Alaska glaciers. (5.) The
rapid disappearance of the ice is connected with a supposed
subsidence of the land under its weight, though from other
considerations we know that if this was dependent on such
a cause, it must have been going on from the first gathering
of the ice, so that the required high land could not have
existed. All the evidence, however, points to subsiderce
and elevation owing to other and purely terrestrial causes,
and producing not produced by the glaciers of the
Pleistocene.

The paper is short and clearly written, and I think will
convincé any intelligent reader that the writer could not
have arrived at, the conclusions he indicates except. by as-
suming the continental glacier as a foregone conclusion.
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It may be added that Upham accepts the recency of the
glacial period, and its causation by changes of ocean cur-
rents, which of course would imply that its date coincided
in Europe and America, though not necessarily or probably
in the Southern Hemisphere. In the eoneluding para-
graphs he attaches too much importance to the alleged oc-
currence of implements i" the later portion of the glacial
detritus. These finds belong in most cases, if not always,
to the Postglacial.

4.-Erosion by Glaciers.

Prof. Bonney, F.R.S., in a paper read before the Royal
Geographical Society,' discusses this question in detail and
arrives at the same conclusion which I stated in 1866, after
visiting the Savoy Alps; viz, that glaciers are " agents of
abrasion rather than erosion," and that in the latter their
power is much inferior to that of fluviatile action. Nor are
glaciers agents in the excavation of lake basins, which are
to be accounted for in other ways; and the great gorges
aid fiords which have been ascribed to them are due to
aqueous erosion when the continents were at a high level,
before the glacial age.

5.--" Palæeolitlic" Man in America.

Every reader of the scientific journals of the United
States must be aware of the numerous finds of "palSolithic"
implements in "glacial" gravels. I have endeavored to
show in a work published several years ago,2 how much
doubt attaches to the reports of these discoveries; and how
much such of the " pameoliths " as appear to be the work
of man resemble the rougher tools and rejectamenta of the
modern Indians. But since the publication of that work,
so great a number of " finds " have been recorded, that
despite their individual improbability, one was almost over-
whelmed by the coincidence of so many witnesses. Now,
however, the bubble seems to have been effectually pricked

Nature, March 30, 1893.
" Fossil Men," Hodder & Stougbton, London, 1880.
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by Mr. W. H. Holmes of the Anerican Geological Survey,
who has published his Observations in the American Journal
of Anthropology and elsewhere.

One of the most widoly known examples was that of
Trenton on the Delaware, where there was a bed of gravel
alleged to be Pleistocene, and which seemed to contain
enough of " palolithic," implements to stock all the
museums in the world. The evidence of age was not, how-
ever, satisfactory in a geological point of view, and Holmes,
with the aid of a deep excavation made for a city sewer,
has shown that the supposed implements do not belong to
the undisturbed gravel but merely to a talus of loose debris
lying against it and to which modern Indians resorted to
find material for implements, and left behind them rejected
or unfinished pieces. This alleged discovery has therefore
no geological or anthropological significance. The same
acute and industrious observer has inquired into a number
of similar cases in different parts of the United States, and
finds all liable to objections on the above grounds, except in
a few cases when the alleged implements are probably not
artificial. These observations not only dispose, fbr the
present at least, of palSolithic man in America, but they
suggest the propriety of a revision of the whole doctrine of
" palolithic " and "neolithic " implements as held in Great
Britain and elsewhere. Such distinctions are often founded
on forms which may quite as well represent merely local
or temporary exigencies, or the debris of old workshops, as
any difference of time or culture. All this I reasoned out
many years ago on the basis of American analogies, but
the Lyellian doctrine of modern causes as explaining
ancient facts seems as yet to have little place in the science
of Anthropology. It may be added that Wright, in recent
papers, attempts to defend some of the " palSolithiic " finds
against Holmes's criticisms; but his case seems weak.

6.-Palanthropic and Neanthropic Man in Switzerland.

Excavations, made by Dr. Nuesch and reported by M.
Boule, in the deposits under a rock shelter at Schweizers-
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bild, near Schaffhausen,' show an overlying deposit with
" neolithie " implements and bones of recent animals, a bed
of rubble and loam, destitute of human remains, and below
this a bed contáining bone implements, worked flints, and
traces of cookery of the Palanthropic period. The whole
rests on a bed of rolled pebbles supposed to be the upper
part of the glacial deposits. This shows the interval be-
tween the Palanthropic and Neanthropic periods, and also
the Post-glacial date of man in Switzerland.

THE DETERMINATION OF LONGITUDE.-

By Professor C. B. McLEOD.

If we suppose the earth to be cut by 24 planes passing
through the polar axis and being equally spaced, tne surface
traces will be along Unes called meridians, and any point on
one of these meridians will be 15 degrees or one hour i n longi-
tude distant from any point on the next adjoining meridian.
They will be 15 degrees apart because the whole 360 de-
grees has been divided by 24. Since the earth revolves on
its axis once, or .through 360 degrees, in 24 hours it will
turn through 15 degrees in one hour. So that the longi-
tude distance between the meridians may be spoken of in-
differently as 15 degrees or one hour. We shall perhaps
avoid difficulty if we speak of longitude differences in hours,
or time, only.

If, as a matter of convenience, we make one of our meri-
dians pass through a given point such as Greenwich, then
the longitude of a point on another meridian may be de-
scribed as one, two or three, etc., hours east or west of
Greenwich, as the case may be. Thus we say approxi-
metely, Montreal is in longitude five heurs west of Green-
wich, or more precisely, the longitude of the transit instru-
ment in the Observatory is 4h. 54m. 18s., decimal something

I Nouvelles archives des Missions, &c., Vol. III., noticed in "Naturai. Science,"
1893.

Somerville Lecture-dclivcred April 13th, 1893.
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(the precise fraction is at present not q uite assured but we
have hithor.to called it '.54) west of Greenwich.

Now imagine one of our meridians-s uch as that of
Greenwich-to be fixed, thon the next adjo ining meridian
to the west will, as the earth revolves, come up to it in one
hour, the second in two and so on. Suppose a star or the
sun to be on the moridian of Greenwich (i. e., in the plane
of the meridian) thon the next meridian will contain the
star one hour afterwards. That .is, in-the case of the sun it
is apparently 12 o'clockatGreenwich, when, at the westerly
station, it is 11 o'clook.
. We see, therefore, that if.we can determine the local time

at any given instant at any two stations and compare these
times we have the difference in longitude of the stations.
If we know the time at Greenwich now to be one hour and
thirty minutes past midnight, whpen here it is eight .hours
and thirty minutes past noon, our longitude is the diffe.-
ence in these times, or five hours. The dot ormination of
longitude thon consists in obtaining the local time at the
two stations, and as in all English-speaking countries longi-
tudes are referred to Greenwich,.we must, directly or. indi-
rectly, know the time at Greenwich. Comparatively few,
however, of the longitude determinatio ns. nade are by
direct connection with Greenwich, the usual., practice be-
ing to determine with the greatèst possible accuracy the
longitude of a conveniently situated observatory, or station
in the given country and from this observatory to establish
the various points required by differences of longitude
with it.

There are various methods of determining longitude, but
none so accurate as what is cailel the telegraphie method.
This method admits of several modifications, but the plan
which I shall first deseribe is now · almost exelusively
adopted. An observer is required for each station, and
usually two stations only are concerned. A programme of
work having been agre ed upon, the stations are occupiod
simultaneously'by the observers. The instrumental outfit
at each station should be a transit instrument, a clock and
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a chronograph. The stations must of course be connected
by a telograph lino. The transitis the astronomical instra-
ment used because by it time can be determined -most
accurately. This instrument should not be too large to be
portable, as there are advantages in an observer constantly
using the same instrument and each observer should
thorefore carry his instrument with him. The chrono-
graph records the beats of the clock, the observations made
by the observer at the transit instrument, and also affords
the means ofaccurately comparing the clock at the distant
station with his own clock.

The usual programme of work is as. follows:--Telegrams
are exchanged as to the probability of clear weath'er at- the
stations. If the weather be fair the observers will make a
determination of their clock errors by the observation of
from 10 to 20 stars. This will occupy perhaps two hours,
after which an exchange of time signals between the sta-
tions takes place. If we call the stations A and B. Then
A. sends signals which are recorded'on its own.chronograph
and on the chronograph at B. . On land lino work it is suf-
ficient to sond for one or two minutes, or from 30 to 60 sig-
nals and these may be direct clock signals, i. e., the beats of
the clock at A sent along the lino to B, or may be arbitrary
hand signals coming in at irregular intervals on the chro-
nograph record, B then sends an equal number of sig-
nals to A, which are also recorded on the .chronograph at
B. For security againit accident it is usual to send -
second or check set from A to B and again from B to A.
The object of sending signals in both directions is to elimi-
nate what is called "wave time" or " transmission time"
If, for example, we are exchanging between Montreal and
Toronto, the Montreal clock being ahead of the TorontQ
elock on local time, the Montreal signals arriving at Toronto
will be slightly retarded and the comparison of cloclis. on
the Toronto Chronograph will give a quantity.which will
be two or three hundredths of a second too small. On the'
other band the comparison on the Montreal chrongraph
will give a quantity two or three hundredths too large, the
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Montreal clock having gained that much on the Toronto
signals during their trahsmission. On the assumption that
thetime of transmission in the two directions is equal,
which for land work, at least, 'we may safely make, the
mean of the comparisons gives the precise difference in the
clocks. As a matter offact, clocks at distant stations which
are connected by a well insulated land telograph lino can
be compared and their difference ascertained with the same
accuracy as when beside one another. When in the ex-
change, clock signals only are sent over the telegraph line,
the two systems of signals may be passing simultaneously,
the clocks at A and B recording on both chr onographs.

The comparison of clocks having been made a second set
of star transits is observed. Thus the clock error being
known just befdre and again just after the clock comparison
may easily be computed for the iristant of the comparison.

The following taken from the Cambridge (U. S.,)-Mont-
treal determination will serve as an example of what has
been described:-

Date. Montreal Correc- Montreal Cambridge Correc- Cambridge Differ-
lock tion Tim ock tion Time ence

RCORD ON MONTREAL CHRONOGRAPH.
1883 ~ li 36L7+ m ~r.s . i. ms Is. jb. mi. s M. ..

18832 7 2.1 15 3633.0811546 34.65 -14.33 15 46 20.32 9 47.24
RECORD ON CAMBRIDGE, CHRONOGRAPIH.

15 2127.601+2.01 _15 21 29.61115 3131.26 -14.33 15 31 16.93 9 47.32
-- ~ 1 - ----------

Mean difference of time of the stations 9 47.28

Now if the clock corrections here used were quite correct
this result, 9m. 47-28s., would be our true and final value of
the difference of longitude. Unfortunately, howevt, it is
not an easy matter to obtain a clock error which is ti ue to
the nearest hundredth of a second or even to the nearest
tenth. It would probably be nearer the truth to say that
an uncorrected result of a set of.observations by a good ob.
server.is likely to be somewhere within a quarter of a
secoid of the true error. If, however, he is a well trained
ébserver'h'eshould always be in error (within a range of one
tenth of a second) to the sarme amourit and in the same direc-
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tion. Thus, a given observer niay on the average be 0.2 5 '.
(one quarter of a second) in error, say slow, but he should
never be more than thrce-tenths nor less than two-,tenths
slow. This is what is called the " personal equation" ofthe ob-
serverl. In this case when compared with an absolute
standard it is the absolute personal equation. The absolute
personal equation is however, a very difficult matter to
arrive at, and in longitude operations its attainment is not
attempted. What is important is the relative personal
equation of the observers and this must, either directly or
indirectly, be obtained. If at the commencement of the
work or at the end of it, or better both before and after the
work, the observers observing the same stars an& using
their own transits, separately deterinine the error of the
same clock, the personal equation is determined and may be
used as a correction to a longitude result obtained when the
observers do not occupy both stations. In the example al-
ready given, the Montreal observer observed earlier
than the Cambridge observer by 0'.22 and this quantity
therefore should be added to the difference of time, giving
a value for the difference of longitude of 9m". 47.28+0'.22=
9"'. 4V.50.

Although this method is sometimes employed it is much
better to eliminate the effect of personal equation by
an interchange of observers. On the completion of the
observations with the observers at the stations A and B as
alreadyexplained, including at least threenightson whichfull
sets of observations have been made at both stations, the ob-
servers exchange stations, and make a second series of obser-
vations similar in extent and character to the first. Thus, re-
ferring again to the Montreal-Cambri'dge determination three
full nights' observations were obtained on June 2nd. 4th. anî
5th., the arithmetical mean of the differences of local time
uncorrected for personal equation was 9"'. 47.292. The
observers then exchanged stations, and on June '20th. 21st.
and 23rd., the second series was obtained giving a mean of
9'. 47.741. This shows a personal equation of 0'.224
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(equal to half the difference of the results) and gives a
mean value for the ditforence of longitude of 9"'. 471.516.
In the final reduction of such work, a process known as
" weighting" is employed. That is, some portions of the
work are given a greater value than others, deponding up.
on the accuracy and the number of the observations obtained.
This does not, however, and should not in good work
materially affect the resuIt. Thus, in the work referred
to, the mean difference after weighting is 91". 47.514 or
practically the same as the arithmetical mean.

Another method of conducting a longitude determination
telegraphically, is to select certain stars which are to be
observed at both stations and recorded on both chrono-
graphs. Thus the observer at the easterly station observes
a star and records its passage over the wires of his instru-
ment on the chronograph at the western station as well as
on his own chronograph. After the lapse of the necessary
time (the difference in longitude) the star comes to f >
meridian of the western station when the observer there,
also records it on both chronographs. This method bas
the practical disadvantage that it requires the use of a tele-
graph lino between the stations during the whole evening
instoad of during a few minutes as in the method usually
employed. It has the advantage, however, of being free
from errors due to star places (the time given in the cata-
logue for the star's passage of the meridian). This small
source of error can also be eliminatel in the other and usual
method if the precaution be taken to observe the saine
stars at both stations. In the longitude work referred to,
five stars were observed on June 23rd., at both Montreal
and Cambridge, and recorded on the Montreal chronograph
giving a mean difference after correction of 9"'. 47.406;
three stars were observed at Montreal and Cambridge
which were recordled on the Cambridge chronograph, giv-
ing a mean of 9"'. 47.523. The mean value for the differ-
ence of longitude from both sets is therefore 9". 47.465, a
result very slightly less than that obtained by the main de-
termination. This result was given some weight in com-
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puting the final longitude difference, Montreal west of
Cambridge, 91'. 478.510±s019., the 08.19 indicating the
probable error of the result, is equivalent to a distance east
or west of about 20 feet.

In longitude determir%tions carried on through land
lines the signais obtained are sharp and the transmission
time small, so that there is little or no difflculty in compar-
ing the clocks at the distant stations. When, however, an
ocean intervenes between the stations, and the signals have
to be sent through 3,000 miles of cable the difficulties in
the way of the clock comparisons are greatly increased. In
fact until quite recently it was not practicable to get any
automatie record such as we obtain by our chroriographs
on land lines. In the longitude determinations between
Europe and America, carried ont in 1866, '70 and '72 by the
U. S. C. & G., Survey, the receipt of the signal through the
cable was observed by the deflection of a beam of light from
the galvanometer mirrors, at that time exclusively ermployed
in ocean telegraphy. This was a matter of considerable un-
certainty and the cause of much anxiety and trouble to the
observers engaged in the work.

In our recent longitude work between Montreal and
Greenwich the siphon recorder wat found, after some little
difficulty in its adaptation had been surmounted,to answer all
the requirements for an accurate comparison of the clocks
at the cable ends. This is believed to be the first occasion
on which time signais in longitude work have been received
and automatically recorded through an ocean cable. While
the wave time was of course large, (amounting on the aver-
age to 01.26) the variation from night to night was only a
few hundredths of a second.

There is here, however, a possible source of error. The
wave time may not be the same for a signal passing east-
ward as for one passing westward. This we are not able at
present to determine, but we have good ground for assum-
ing that the difference cannot in any case amount to any
more than a very few hundredths of a second, if it exists at
all. The diffieulty in the comparison of the clocks is not
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the only one peculiar to this work. Thcre is rnother
and more serious difficulty, arising from the largo value of
the longitude. If the time observ.ations at the two stations
are made simultaneously thoy must be on stars differing in
right ascension (the sidereal time at which the star passes
the meridian)-in the case of Montreal and Greenwich-by
fivehours.' Now as the accuracy of the star places depends
upon the going of the standard clock in the Observatory in
which the positions were determined, there is a possible
systematie error in the relative places of the two groups of
stars which would, by just so much, affect the resulting
longitude. If on the other hand, the same groups of stars be
employed at both stations, i. c., the observations be
made at the same time of day, there will be the possibility
of error from change of rate of the dlocks emnployed in the
longitude work.so that in either cale the uniformity of clock
rate is concerned. The latter method has the advantage of
greater convenience of working hours, and this, as it
materially concerns the constancy of the observer's per-
sonal equation must have very great weight in the deci-
sion as to the method to be adopted.

In the Montreal-Greenwich work there were, in addition
to the terminal stations, the two intermediate stations at
the ends of the cable-the offices of the Commercial Cable
Company at Hazel Hill, Nova Scotia and Waterville Ireland.
The observers being designated by the letters A.. B. C. D.,
the programme of work was as follòws:-

Date Montreal Hazel Hill Waterville Greenwich
April, 6 to 12 A & B observations for personal equation ..C & D
April, 19 to 30 A B C D
May, 4to20 B A D C

The observer B thon went to Greenwich and observed
with D and C for personal equation, and afterwards the
English observer C came to Montreal.

Aug., 164 to 31 C A D B
Sept., 4 to 17 A C B D
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The method of work adopted was that observations at all
stations should be made at tho same time. The time ex-
changes were carried out in such a way as to practically
give two clocks at each station. Using Greenwich time
an exchange was made between Greenwich and Waterville
at 8 p.m., and again at 12 midnight. The cable exchange
was made ati 11.45 p.m. Between lazel Hill and Montreal,
exchanges were made at 11 30 p.m., and 2.30 a.m. The
cable exchanges, therefore, came in between the land line
exchanges, and near to ne of them. The clocks in the
fixed observatories at the terminal stations were available
as a cheek on the rates of the cable station clocks. Un-
fortunately the reductions of this work are not at the pre-
sent time sufficiently far advanced to justify any publie
statement as to results.

In the previous trans-atlantic longitude determinations
to which reference has been made, there was no interchange
of observers and the telegraphic facilities were compara-
tively imperfect. Owing to the liberality of the British
and Canadian Governments we were in this work able to
meet tba expense involved -in the exchange of observers,
and through the generosity of the Commercial Cable Com-
pany and the Canadian Pacifie Telegraphic Company, an
unrivalled telegraphic connection was obtained between the
stations. Any reference to our indebtedness in connection
with this work is not complete without a record of the
great assistance given by Mr. Hosmer and his staff of assist-
ants here, by Mr. Dickenson, the able superintendent of the
Cable Company at Hazel Hill, and his chief assistant, Mr.
Upham. And beyond the Atlantic, our thanks are due
to Mr. Wilmot, the superintendent at Waterville, and to
Mr. Bambrige in London, the European representative of
the Company.

Of methods other than the telegraphic, the chief one is
that depending upon the transportation of chronometers.
This is the method almost exclusively employed in naviga-
tion. The error of theship's chronometer with respect to
Greenwich time and its rate, being known when the ship
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leaves port, Grèenwich time may be obtained and a com-
parisoa made with the local time as determined by astrono-
nomical observation at any poin*t on the voyage. The in-
strument used in the observations is of course the Sextant.
Before the successful laying of the cable in 1866, our longi-
tudes in America dependod upon results obtained by this
method, the chronometors being carried between Harvard
College Observatory and Greenwich. The chronometer
errors were of course determinod at both osheOrvatories by
the transit method.

Amongst other methods, the chief are lunar distances
and moon culminating stars, in both of which the moon
stands for the hands of the clock, the vault of the heavens
for the dial and the fixed stars amongst which the moon
moves, for the marks on the dial. The nautical almanacs
furnish the data by which, frorn an observation of the
position of the moon with reference to certain fixed stars,
Greenwich time may be computed at any instant. Owing,
however, to the slow movement of the moon, the irregu-
larity of its motion, and the unavoidable errors of observa-
tion, these methois have not hitherb furnished results of
any great accuracy. The lunar distance method is suited
to navigation and chiefly employed in long voyages where
the chronometer rates are not sufficiently reliable to estab-
lish Greenwich tirhe.

In fact, the honor of having improved the methods of
determining longitude at sea is about equally divided be-
tween the astronomers and the chronometer makers. This
was recognized by the British when a long standing offer
of a reward of £1OOOO to any one who would find a suc-
cessful method of determining longitude at sea, was divided
between an astronomer who greatly improved the tables of
the moon's motion and a watchmaker who improved the
marine chronometer.

It was owing chiefly to the difficulty experienced in the
determination of longitude at sea and the importance of the
problem to navigation and conmie that the Royal Ob-
servatory at Greenwich was founded. The duty of the
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Astronomer Royal was, on the establishment of the office in
1675, declarcd to be " to apply himself with the most exact
care and diligence to the rectifiying the tables of the
mot ions of the heavens, and the places of the fixed stars,
in order to find out the so much desired longitude ut sea for
the perfecting of the art of navigation."

NOTES ON A GREAT SILVER CAMP.
By W. A. CARLYLE, Ma.E., of McGill University.

ligh up on the Mosquito Range in Colorado, 10.000 feet
above sea level, two parties of intrepid prospectors simul-
taneously discovered, in 1860, in California Gulch in the
Arkansas Valley, paying gold-alluvions, and, with charac-
teristic rapidity, a large town, " Oro City," sprang up as in
a night close by what was to become the site of Leadvill6.
These alluvial deposits, very rich in gold but limited in
area, were soon exhausted in three or four years, when the
inhabitants of this " city " vanishd as quickly as they had
come, for newer and richer diggings, leaving behind a few
to carry on a little desultory mining in the gravels and also
along sore quartz-veins that.had been discovered near by,
no thought or search being given for any other metal but
gold, nor any heed taken of the hoary, iron-stained rock
that stuck in the sluiceo,, until in 1875, when some miners,
suspecting what others had not, and sending some of this
rock to Denver for assay, learned its great value in argent-
iferous lead carbonates, and by the spring of 1877 active
prospecting had begun everywhere in this region, and
" from this time on the development of rich and product-
ive mines advanced with astonishing rapidity." (Phillips'
"Ore-Deposits.")

These carbonates were soon traced to their source, which
proved to be a dark-colored bluish limestone, which thus
has ever since been known as the " Blue " limestone, form-
ing the lowest member of the Carboniferous series, tha. is
quite extensively developed through this part of the West.
The ore was found to consist of silver-bearing galena, with
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gold in some of the chutes, together with the products of
alteration, cerussite (Pb Co.), horn silver (Ag Cl), and,
as accessory mine'rals, augusite (Pb So,), pyromorphite

(3 Pb3 P., 0+ Pb CI2), minium (Pb, 0,), blende ((zn Fe) s),
colamine (zn S 0,), and also native silver. The discovery
of this new ore-bearing horizon, so unusual and hitherto
entirely unsuspected, began a new era of vast importance
to the West and even to the world, as a new territory Of
large extent was found to the prospector and mi ner, great
ore beds extremely suitable for smelting ail classes of ores
of the precious metals, owing to the presence of mucli lead
that gathers within itself all the gold and silver in the
molten rock of the furnace and thon separates from the
slag completely, made feasible the present enormous smelt-
ing plants; and the production; of silver increased with
such prodigious strides as to raise the world's supply, thus
lowering the ratio value of silver to gold, in as inucli that
the price of silver bas depreciated from $1.30 to 83 cents
per ounce.

The most ancient rocks at Leadville are Archman gran-
ites and gneisses, the veritable backbone of the Rockies,
upon whose flanks lie successively, but little uptilted, Cam-
brian quartzites or Potsdam, Silurian dolomitic white lime-
stones, Carboniferous liniestones (incliding the "Blue"),
grits and shales, and finally rocks and beds of much later
epochs. Overlying the Lower Carbonifer&us limestones,
i. e., the " Blue," particularly so at Leadville, or forced in
along bedding planes, or cutting obliquely the stratification
in dyke-form, is the all important igneous rock of different
varieties of fine-grained quartz diorite or " porphyry," as it
is locally called ; all-important in that this intrusive rock
lias undoubtedly played a most irmiportant role in perhaps
being the source of the ore or else a vory potent agency in
its deposition in these sedimentary formations. Faults
occur, some of considerable throw, along which ore is sel-
doni found, except fragmental stuff dragged along the fault
planes from the regular ore bodies, although in some work-
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ings down below this horizon, or in the quartzites, ore is
being now mined along faults where it was first deposited.

As to the vital questions where and how does the min-
eral occur, in the early days of this district the ore was
mined in the "Blue" limestone just below and in contact
with the overlying "white porphyry," and these ores for
several years comprised mostly carbonates and oxides
formed by the decomposition, by circulating surface waters
carrying carbonic acid and other solvents, of the original
sulphides, which in due course, sincé greater depths have
been reached and mining been carried on below the natural
drainage-level, or below the influence of these waters, are
found as first formed and are the chief source of supply
at the present; for a positively authentic case of the ori-
ginal deposition of lead, silver or zinc as oxides or carbon-
ates, and not as sulphides, is yet to be recorded. Emmons,
in the early days of this camp, when but comparatively
little work underground had been done, made a careful and
successful examination here for the United States Geological
Survey, and from the abstracts of bis very valuable reports,
published in 1882,1 we glean some of bis convictions as to
the genesis of these ore bodies. He concludes that the ore
was deposited when these formations lay at a depth of
10,000 feet from the surface, and he believes " in the occur-
rence, on an enormous scale, of intrusive bodies of eruptive
rock of Secondary or Mesozoic age, which are so regularly
interstratif0ed as to form an integral part of the sediment-
ary series ; and yet which never reach the surface, but
were spread out and consolidated before the great dynamic
movement or mountain-building period at the close of the
Cretaceous.

" The original ore deposition took place after the intru-
sion of the cruptive rocks, and before the folding and fiault-
ing occasioned by the great dynamic movement.

" That the minerals contained iii the principal ore deposits

'Annual Report of the Secretary of the Interior, vol. iii, 1882,
p. 203.
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of the region were derived from circulating waters, which
in their passage through the various bodies of eruptive
rocks took up eertain metals in solution; and, concen-
trating along bedding-planes by a metamorphic or pseudo-
morphic action of replacement, deposited these metals as
su]phides along the contact or upper surface, and to greater
or less depths below that surface, of beds generally of lime-
stone or dolomite but sometimes also of siliciz'us rocks."

Leadville is still producing vast quanities of ore, and
will continue to do so for many decades, judging by the
large b"dies now exposed; but much of it, however, is of
very low grade in silver, but very valuable as a fluxing ore

by reason of the presence not only of lead but a large per-
centage of iron. It has been proved that throughout the
whole thickness of the "Blue" limestone ore bodies may
be found, and that, besides runniIg in chutes through the
main body, as large and persistent ore bodies are being
found at the bottom of this limestone along the "grey por-

phyry," an intrusion of igneous rock of later date than the
" white" first met with above, that not only underlies this
limestone but sends tongues up through even into the older
porphyry, or intercalates sheets along the stratification
planes, significant of the tremendous internal forces that
can wedge apart with molten rock the strongly bedded
limestones weighted down with thousands of feet of super-
imposed strata.

Very soon prospectors, now aware of the ore bearing
possibilities of the "Blue " limestone, guided in some de-
grec by Hayden's Geological Maps, quickly scattered along
the ranges, along whose sides the basalt edges of those
deeply formed formations are now exposed, having been
forced up by some of the great mountain-forming move-
ments that have pushed up granite core masses through the
great overlying thickness of sedimentary rock, crumpling,
contorting and faulting them, or else re-clevated the veteran
primal mountains, around whicl as islands flowed the Car-
boniferôus sens. For geological evidence there seenis to be
that these main ranges of ArchSan age that form the con-
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tinental divide have never been entirely resubmerged, but
since their first upheaval on the contracting of the cooling
earth crust their summits have ever borne the brunt of
attack from the waves and storms of all the succeeding
ages. Over many miles in Colorado and Utah these ore-
bearing limestones have been traced,-and found sometimes
lying nearly flat, as at Leadville, or else dipping steeply,
almost vertically, as at Mount Snow, Mass., the outcrop pre-
senting in places bold, precipitous escarpments towards the
main range. Thousands of mining ,claims have been and
still are being located, but not everywhere does it appear
that the mineral ' depositing conditions have prevailed,
although each year develops new areas along this horizon,
and established mininc districts extend farther along as
new mines are discovered, some of wonderful extent and
richness.

In 1879 these prospectors crossed over through Inde-
pendence Pass to the west side of the Sawatch range, the
mountains of Archoan rock, and followed the Roaring Fork
river in a north-westerly direction down a valley with
granite exposures rising high on either side, to where the
river cuts across nearly at right angles the steeply inclinal
PalSozoic strata, which in the direction of their strike,
northeast and southwest, resting upon the granites, rise
rapidly on each side of the valley to fbrm Smuggler Mount
on the northoast and Aspen Mount on the southwest. On
the former mountain there is a thickness of 600 feet of
detrital matter or wash, with only the granite and quartz-
ite exposed, with few or no indications of ore-bearing rocks,
excepting a mass of sinter-like dolomite at the base that
assayed well in silver, and was located as the "Smuggler "
claim. But up Aspen Mount rans Spar Gulch, having on
the south-east quartzite, and on the northwest a-steep lofty
wall comprising the upturned edges of the Silurian dolo-
mite and the L-wer C trboniferous limestones, the trail in
the bottom of the gulcli following along the junction of the
quartzite and dolomite. Ore was found on this mountain,
and at its base now lies the town of Aspen, the prettiest and
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most prosperous mining town in the West, whence during
the last year ore to the value of $10,000,000 was shipped to
the smelters at Leadville, Pueblo or Denver; and for sev-
eral years the writer was engaged in engineering work that
took him into nearly all the great mines, where was
learned some insight into the intricacies of the geology and
the character of the ore deposits.

A vertical section through Aspen Mount transverse to
the strike would reveal :

(1) Archman granites; (2) Cambrian quartzites; (3)
Silurian dolomitie limestone; (4) Lower Carboniferous
1imlTestonC, i. e., the " Blue " and the " Brown "; (5) Midd le
Carboniferous shales and shaley limestones; (6) intrusive
diorite; (7) Middle Carboniferous limestone (grey); (7)
Jura-Triassie sandstones. In this district many differing
conditions are noted when compared with Leadville. Here
it is seen that a great part of the originally calcareous
"iBlue " linestone lias been altered to dolonite by mag-
nesian waters permeating the stratum, and that the whole
of the lower part, together with narrow bands in the upper
part or the " Blue," bas been thus dolomitized,' and is known
in the miner's phraseoligy as the " Brown " limestone, from
the brovnish color due to the oxidation of iron along fices.
These terms " Blue" and " Brown " limestones became both
common and important, as the belief was almost general for
sone yeari that the Aspen silver horizon was along the
bedding plane or " contact " between the limestones, as the
ore for a Iong time certainly seened on first examination
t(a bu thus loca e, and hence long and expensive lawsuits
arose. By the United Suates nining laws, a claim 1,500
feet, with parallel end linos 50 600 feet long, according to
local laws, nust be located along the outerops or apex of a
vein or lode. so that the owners may have the right to fol-
low and mine the ore down along the vein as far as possible,
even if the vein on its dip passes without the side-lines and

1 PIpers on Aspen in " Engineering and Mining Journal," June, 1SS8, by D. W.
Brunton, M.E., and " Trtnsactions of American Institute of Mining Engineers,"
vol. xvii, p. 15i, by Chrl lenrich, M.E.
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within the lines of contiguous property, the only boundaries
limiting being those formed by the planes passing vertically
along these parallel end-lines produced. These rights of
the apex were in the main considered proper and just, as
up to the time of the discovery of this great ore-zone in
those sedimentary rocks veins had been found to have gen-
erally a very steep inclination or verticality, and few ques-
tioned the justice of the law, althongh some very curious
and complex cases have become famous in the courts.
For example, the same vein changing considerably and
abruptly in the direction of its strike, two claims are
located on this vein, but each along a different dyection ;
then their end-lines produced will overlap, and eaeli will
claim that part of the vein thus doubly overlapped; or
claims may be located on two veins that intersect or even
merge into one another. At Aspen the owners of locations
along this outcropping contact between the two limestones
have maintained that the ore was placed along the "con-
tact," and constitutes a vein or Iode as meant in the law of
the apex, and consequently have irstituted suits against
owners of those locations down from the outcrop in which
extremely rich ore-bodies have been found. The camp of
miners has been divided into two factions, "A pexers " and
"Side-liners," the latter of whom contend that the ore is
found in irregular, disconnected bodies, and not as continu-
ous veins or lodes, and therefore, they aver, apex rights
cannot here be upheld, and the courts have never as yet
exactly decided this point.

Looking at the section taken at Aspen another difference
will be noticed in that a great thickness of shales intervenes
between the " porphyry " and the " Blue " limestone below.
Little or no ore bas been found here along the igneous
rock, even where in a. few places it traverses the limestones
as dykes, at which contact the limestone has been marble
ized. Ore bas been found and mined in these shales, con-
sisting of lead and silver sulphides, but no bodies of high
grade and value.

In 1888, Mr. D. W. Brunton, one of the most eminent
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mining engine rs in the west, after a very thorough
study of Aspen Mt. made while preparing for these
apex-side-line law suits, publis.hed (loc cit.) a resumé of
bis views as to the location of the ore and the character
of these deposits, in which paper he claimed that the
bedding contact between the " brown " and " blue "
limestones had not been the channel for mineral-bearing
solutions, nor tle place of deposition of these ores, but
that with a strike nearly coincident with that of the strata
and a dip of 450 to nearly verticality, was a series of faults,
some causing a dispiacement of a few feet, others of much
more, that thus allowed the " brown" and " blue" lime-
stones to be adjacent to each other for hundreds of feet on
the dip, but the contact at such places would be along a
"fault contact" or place of faulting. That, also, ore-bear
ing solutions passing along the'e fault-planes, did not de-
posit the minerals from solution in these fault planes, but
that finding in places conditions physically and chemically
favorable, these solutions impregnated to a greater or less
distance the rock on one side or the other, or even both, of
the fault plane, and some of the mineral contents being
precipitated as sulphides, part or all of the rock was
locally replaced by ore, by metasomatic or chemical re-
placement, and that ore mnight be found along a " bedding
contact" but only a limited distance from the faults.
These views, at first, were derided by all but a few of the
mining men, but within two years a mining location was
hardly thouglit valuable unless a fault was knovn to
traverse it, and faults were diligently being sought out and
prospected everywhere, as it became evident, beyond doubt,
that the "contact" between the two limestones near which
such wonderful ore bodies were being found, was a "fault
contact." Some of the faults, probably oflater fracture have
been barren, also faults running obliquely to the first series,
although some of these cross faults have had a very im-
portant influence upon its ore-bodies.

In the famous " Aspen" mine at Aspen, from whose
small area of seven acres, millions of dollars have been
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gained, in sinking the shaft an enormous body of very rich
silver ore was struck at a depth of 180 feet andin six weeks
alone $1,000,000 were won from part of this deposit. Thou-
sands of tons of ore were afterwards mined out of the
" blue" limestone, one superintendent thinking that he had
exhausted this body, but his successor (changes are often in
these mines) making further trials and assays in the appar-
ently valueless solid rock, would find great wealth still re-
maining until, in places, ore bad been sloped out for 30 or
40 feet away from the " contact," on the other side of
which the " brown" limestone, nearly perfectly free even
of traces of silver, presented a smooth. in parts" slicken-
sided " wall, with parallel, nearly vertical groves or striae,
showing so clearly that this was a fault wall. This great
body of ore proved to be nearly buticular in shape and
rich in lead as well as silver, but on driving levels further
along this fault wall for somedistance without ore, oneof the
cross faults was eut along which its strata had been moved
30 feet horizontally, so that the levels now ran through the
" brown" limestone, whieh henceforth proved to be ore-
bearing while the "blue" was comparatively worthless.
Levels were driven in this as well as in many other mines,
along the real bedding contact but almost invariably
fruitless.

On Smuggler Mt., in some of the mines, the ore is found
in bodies of wonderful richness and extent under somewhat
different circumstances. There is one fault coincident in
strike, and only a little more vertical in the dip, with the
strata, and with such a vertical displacement that the
shafts have been brought opposite the " brown" limestone.
In this dolomite is a band of very hard chert of irregulkr
thickness and distance from the fault plane, and the ore is
found sometimes in its shale, along ,its contact of shale
and dolomite or even sixty feet in the dolomite, but never
(unless recently developed) beyond this chert band which
in places is separated from the shale only by ore. Another
very important fault was met with, dipping only 300 from
the horizontal but at right angles to the other fault, and
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subsequent in age, along which fault plane the correspond-
ing portions of the strata above and below it were horizon-
tally separated by 210 feet, and of course, the ore bodies
similarly situated.

It will be easily unlerstool that in m ining in this district
the miner constantly noots with m:Lny pu zzling complica-
tions, and a level may berun, all unknown, witbin a footor
more of ore, but the more extended use of the electric
diamond core drill is proving a great ally in easily and
cheaply prospecting its formation for 30'9 or 400 feet in any
direction.

The ores of Leadville, as already said, are very favorable
for smelting, but at A ýpen, most of the ore is "dry" or
with less than 5% of lead, and what was for a long time
very detrimental, with more or less of "heavy spor" or
barite which made the ores refractory. The presence of
'' copper stain" of the blue or gree n of copper carbonates in
the ore is considered as generally a sure index that it is
valuable enough to mine, and sometimes in the mines when
a frosh face of ore had been just disclosed on blasting, the
ore looked very beautifl with the white glittering spor
richly colored with these stains and interspersed with the
shining faces of galena erystals in a setting of dull black of
silver minerals.

PROCEEDINGS OF THE NATURAL HIsTORY SOCIETY.

Annual Meeting.

MONTREAL, May 29th, 1893.

.The annual meeting of the Society was held this evening,
the Very Rev. Dean Carmichael, President, in the c"hair.

The minutes of the last annual meeting and of the regu
lar meeting of Aprit 24th were read and approved.

Minutes of Council meeting of 17th April were read.
Hon.,Justice Wurtele read the report presented by bim

on behalf of the Society at the annual meeting of the Royal
Society at Ottawa.
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A letter was read from Mr. D. MeNichol stating that the
C.P.R. had completed all arrangements for the excursion to
Ste. Agathe on the third of Juno; Mr». Shearer also reported
to the same effect. The President gave a.short verbal ad-
dress, regretting that owing to ill health it had been im-
possible for him to attend the regular meetings ,of the
Society as lie had desired to do. Mr. John S. Shearer then
read the report of the Council.

Mr. James Gardner, treasurer, read the Treasurer's Re-
port, showing $2011.17 as the receipts, and $1953.79 ex-
penditure, leaving a balance of $57.47.

Mr. A. F. Winn read the Report of the Curator, in which
lie stated that many of the specimens in the Museum had
been cleaned and re-arranged, and that 1420 persons had
visited the Museum during the year.
• Mr. E. S. Chambers read the Report of the Library Com-
mittee. 9

The Rev. Dr. Campbell reported on behalf of the Editing
and Exchange Committee,.showing that the four numbers
of the Record of Science had been issued during the year.

Moved by Dr. Franok D. Adams, seconded by Dr. J. Wes-
ley Mills, that a committee be appointed to enquire into
the condition of the Natural listory Society, and make re-
commendations as to the way in which its condition could
be improved, the committee to be selected by the Council
of the Society. Carried.

Moved by Judge Wurtele, seconded by J. S. Shearer,
that Sir- J. William Dawson be elected Honorary President;
the rules having been suspended. Carried.

iMoved by R. W. McLachlan, seconded by J. S. Brown,
that the rules be suspended and Mr. J. S. Shearer be elected
IstVice-President. Carried.

The following were elected Vice-Presidents by ballot:-
Hon. Edward Murphy, Sir Donald A. Smith, J. H. R. Molson,
J. Stevenson Brown, B. J. BHarrington, Ph.D.,F.R.S.C., Rev.
R. Campbell, D.D., Geo. Sumner, Very Rev. Dean Car-
michael, M.A.,D.C.L., J. 1-. Joseph.

Moved by J. S. Brown, seconded by Hon. Edward Mur-
31
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phy, that R. W. McLachlan be elected Hon. Recording
Secretary. Carried.

Moved by J. S. Shearer, seconded by J. S. Brown, that
Dr. J. W. Sterling be elected Honorary Corresponding Sec-
rotary. Carried.

Moved by the Rev. Dr. Campbell, seconded by J. S.
Brown, that A. F. Winn be elected Hon. Curator. Carried.

Moved by J. S. Brown, seconded by Edgar Judge, that
James Gardner be elected Treasurer. Carried.

Moved by Geo. Sumner, seconded by S. Finley, that E. T.
Chambers be elected Hon. Librarian. Carried.

The following gentlemen were elected members of the
council by ballot: Hon. Judge Wurtele, Prof. John Cox,
A. Ilolden, Dr. F. D. Adams, S. Finley, Edgar Judge,
C. S. J. Phillips, J. Fortier, L. A.;iH. Latour.

Moved by J. S. Shearer, seconded by S. Finley, that the
following constitute the Editing Committee: Dr. F. D.
Adams, Chairman; Rev. Dr. Campbell, Dr. J. Wesley
Millp, Dr. Harrington, Prof. John Cox, iRev. Dr. Smyth,
J. F. Whiteaves, G. F.-Matthews. Carried.

C. G. Arthur, M.A., was proposed as ar-ordinary member;
the rules were suspended and he was elected by acclama-
tion.

On motion by J. S. Brown, seconded by A. Holden,
thanks of the Society were given to the retiring officers.

REPORT OF COUNCIL.

The Council of the Society beg to submit herewith for
the information of the m3mbers, and also for the citizens,
their report for the Session of 1892-93, to be followed by
the reports of the Treasurer, Curator, Librarian, Editing
Committee. and their delegate to the meeting of the Royal
Society at Ottawa. Eight meetings of Council have been
held, and seven monthly meetings of the Society during
the year. Seven new members have been added during the
session, and three have been removed by death, namely, Dr.
G. Ross, Thom'as Mussen, and W. F. Ray. The Society's
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building is in fairly good condition, but a few repairs will
require the attention of the House Committee during next
year. The large Hall lias again beon reuted to the sarne
parties who have occupiei it for many years past.

Althouglh considerable work lias been done this Session
by the Society, the same interost has n)t bon evincel as
in former years; difficulties had to be overcome, (a very
unusual thing) in getting papsr for the month!y meetings,
and the attendance has not been as large as usual. We
hope the officers for the ensuing year will throw themselves
thoroughly into the work of the Society, and croate by
their example, a greater interest in overy department.
Undoubtedly, the citizens of Montreal do not come forward
as they ought, to the support of the ''Natural History
Society," and contribute liberally to the Museum, the
Library, and for lectures during the winter season; we
have to depend upon the citizens to furnish the means
necessary for this work. The Provincial Government has
not given us the annual grant this year. A correspondence
has been going on between the Hon. J. S. Hall, and the
Chairman of the Council for the past six months, but with-
out any positive result, though thore are indications that
we may ultimately receive it. This grant, as you are
aware, is given to assist in the publication of tho .REcoRD
OF SCIENCE. The free course of Somerville lectures, six in
number, were delivered to good audiences, during the win-
ter, and were much appreciated. The Museum was open
for an hour before each lecture. The lectures were as
follows:

Thursday, March 2nd, ''THE STORAGE OF ELEcTRICAL ENERGY,"

Prof. Chas. H. Carus-Wilson.
Thursday, March 9th, 'TrE WEALTII OF MINES," Prof. W. A.

Carlyle, Ma.E.
Thursday, Marci 16th, "LIGHTNING AND LIGITNING RoDs," Prof.

John Cox, M.A.
Thursday, Marci 23rd, 'DisTRiniurToN OF POWER BY CoNIPRESSED

AIR AND THE ECONOMIEs or SNALL INDUSTRIES," Prof. J. T.
Nicolson, B.Sc.
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Thursday, March 30th, and Friday, 31st, " TUE COMPARATIVE
SriENGTII OF MArERIALS UNDER DIFFERENT CoNDITIONS, WITII

PRACCAL ILIXsTRATIONs," Prof.-H. T. Bovey, M.A., C.E.
Thursday, April 13th, " DrmiICNATION oF LjOxrrUDE," Prof. C. H.

McLeod, M.E.

The thanks of' the Society are due to the gentlemen who
gave their valuablo time in preparing and delivering these
lectures. The Society's field day at the River Rouge, on
the 4th of June last year, was a success in every respect. A
full sy nopsis of the day's outing will be found in the
RECORD OF SCIENCE, Volume V, No. 3. We bog to extend
the thanks of the Society to the lion. J. K. Ward, for his
kind invitation and hospitality. Oui thanks are also due
to the officers of the C.P.R. for their kind, and courteous
attention; everything possible vhs donc by therm to pro-
mote the comfort and enjoyinent of the excursionists. The
thanks of the Society are hereby tendered to the editing
Cominittee, for the RECORD OF SCIENCE, issued regularly,
full of interesting and instructive matter ; and we desire
especially to thank Dr. Campbell for his vork on this Com-
mittee. [t gives us pleasure to velcome back fron the
South our llon.-t'resident, Sir J. W. Dawson, in renewed
health, after his long and se' ere illness, and we hope that
he will again, as much as possible, give his valuable as-
sistance to the work of the Society. The health of our
esteemed President, theVery Rev. .Dean Carmichael, during
the past winter, prevented him from being with us as fre-
quently as we could have vished, but we are glad that he
is very mnuch botter, and able to preside at this meeting
to-night.

The membership Committee have not met during the
past year; we would urge ther for next year, to meet
monthly, and endeavour, as far as possible, to prevent
members from resigning, and grive their attention to ret-
ting new nembers.

The field day of the Society for this year, will be on
Saturday, the 3rd of June. The place selected is the village
of St. Agathe, forrnerly called Beresford, on the Canadian
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Pacific Raihvay. We hope the members and their friends
will avail themselves of this opportunity of enjoying a
pleasant daîy in a lovely section of the country, amongst
the Laurecntides.

The whole rcspectfuilly submitted.
JoHN S. SIIEARER,

Chairman.

REPORT OF TRE EDITING COMIMITTEE OF THE
RECORD Oe SCIENCE.

Owing to the absence of Dr. Adams from the country
during the early part of the year, and the multiplicity of
his engagements since his return by reason of the illness of
Sir William Dawsoni, the duty of overseeing the four issues
of the RECORD OF SCIENCE for the past year fell upon me.
These numbers averaged fifty-nine pages each, and em-
braced considerable variety of matter, much of it of a high
standard. To the contributors of papers the committee ex-
press their thanks, only rogretting that the amount of
money at their disposal did not enable then to provide such
illustrations as vere sometimes required to set forth fully
the value of the articles. But even with its defects the
RECORD OF SCIENCE seems to be appreciated by scientific
students in all parts of the world, as is seen by the large
and increasing list of exchanges obtained for it.

The question has now to be met whether the RECORD OF
SCIENCE is to be continued, in view of the threatened vith-
drawal of the small grant made to the Society, for the pur-
poses of the publication, by the Provincial Government, for
some years past. It \vould be a serious loss to the science
of the Dominion, should it be necessary for lack of funds to
cease the publication. Besides it would be injúrious to the
Society itself in more ways than one. At once most of the
additions to the library, and those the most valuable, which
come to us as books to be reviewed or as exchanges would
be eut off, and the Natural Ilistory Society would lose much
of the prestige abroad which it has won through this chan-
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nel. The comrmitteo bring this, matter before the Society
in the hope that vigorous action will be taken to avert such
a calanity as the suspending of the publication would surely
prove.

ROBT. CAMPBELL,
Acting Editor
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ANNUAL REPORT OF THE lION. CURAOR, 1892-3.

The following donations have been made to our Museum
during the past year:

Ruby throated llumnflng-bird.
Morning Warbler.
il orn-fly.
Collection of Swiss Butterflies.
Collection of Montreal Plants.
Several specimens of Canadian Insects.
Sea Dove.
Rattle Snake.
Flying Fish.
Maori Feather Rug.
Also a Large Flag for flagstatW of building, presented by

Mr. James Morgan.
The mammals have all been taken out of their cases twice

during the winter and given a much needed clcaning with
benzine, and some will require another going- over in the
near future. Similar work has been begun on the birds,
but only pf.rt of the collection bas been completely donc,
as the amoun- of work is very great and will probably take
3 or 4 months constant labor to put everything iii first-
elass shape. The careful and thorough manner in whieh
this work is being donc is very creditable to our valued
Superintendent, Mr. Griffin, and the Society is fortunate in
having such a willing worker for the position.

The collection of birds' eggs will be arranged by Mr.
Wintle, who bas kindly undertaken to look after this de-
partment, as soon as we can get the cabinet ready.

Botanical specimens have been pronised by several
members as soon as a case for their reception is provided,
and I hope my incoming successor will be instructed by the
incoming Couneil to procure the necessary cabinets at once
as we cannot afford to refuse such generous offers as that
of Rev. Dr. Campbell, simply because we have no space for
them.

The arrangement of the foreign insects has beem coin-
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muenced by Mr. lausneu and mtyseit but there is an enor-
mous amount of work to be done before any of the speci-
mens can bc put in place, almost every specimen requiring
to be re-set, and most 9f them are unnaned at prescrit. 'lie
collection will however be a great additional attraction to
the Museum when arrangcd, and will no doubt be largely
increased short!y.

IRespectfully subnitted,
ALBER'r 1. WINN.

lion. Curator.

REPORT OF LiBRaRY COmMTEEE.
The Library Connittee have to report the following

donations to the library during the past year: -

From M. de Beaujeu, " lie ileros de la Monongahela,"
Documents ilnedits sur la CoL. de Long'ueuil."
From Dr. G. M. Dawson, two papers read by hin at the

meeting of the Royal Society of Canada.
Froni Mr. E. D. Wintle, " Histoire (les Decouvertes et

Voyage dans le Nord." 2 vols.
Fron Mr. H. Vennor, a copy of Vennor's "Birds of Prey,"

and froin Mrs. Caulfield, -" Mudie's Feathered Tribes." 2
vols.

Your Conmittee have also to report the receipt of 112
ditferent publications from State departments, public iisti-
tutions and Societies in exchange for the Record of Science.

A complete list of these exchanges is herewith presented,
and those requiring it have been duly acknowledged.

A set of ail the papers relating to the visit of the British
Association in 1884 bas been entrusted to the care of the
society.

The standard books on science purchased at the end of
last session have given general satisfact;ion to members, and
appear to have drawn attention to some other valuable works
in the library, the books being much more freely used than
in former years.

As the money pronised last year for binding the volumes
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of exchanges was not provided, there has now accumulated
above 180 volumes ready for tho binder. These would be a
valuable addition to your library. Your Committee trust
that youi will enable them to get this work done that these
volumes may be available for the use of members before the
valuable papers contained in them lose their interest.

The absence of those volumes f'rom their proper position
on the shelves, prevents the conipletion of a catalogue which
otherwise is nearly finished.

Respectfully presented on behalf of the Library Com-
mittee.

E. T. C11AMBERS, Bon. Librarian.

EXCiiNGES RECEIVED SINbE JUNE 1ST, 1892.
CANADIAN:-

Montreal Medical Journal.
Canadian Institute, Toronto, Transactions.
Canadian Institute, Archoeological Report.
Canadian Institute, Appeal on the Rectification of Parliament.
Canadian Institute, Ornithological Section Report.
Canadiari Eitoinologist.
Ottawa Naturalist.
Geological Survey of Canada, Contributions to Micropaloon-

tology.
Geological Survey of Canada, Catalogue of Canadian Plants, VI
Geological Survey of Canada, Maps to Report of 1888-89.
Royal Society of Canada, vol. IX.
Meteorological Report of Dominion.
Statutes of Canada 1892. -
Experimental Farm Bulletin, Ottawa.
Hamilton Association Journal.
Jouroal of the Natural History Society, New Brunswick.
Patent Review, Ottawa.
Bulletin of Inland Revenue Departinent, Ottawa.
Journal of Hygiene.
Fruit Growers Association of Ontario, Report.

UNITED STATES:-

American Philosophical Society, Proceedings.
Kansas University, Quarterly Transactions.
American Monthly Microscopical Journal.
Cincinnati Society of Natural History Journal.
American Museum Annual Report.
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Catalogue of Maine Plants.
Birds found near Bridport, Coni.
Journal of Comparative Neurologv.
Sotithern Historical Magazine.
Rleport of Nowberry Library.
Wisconsin Historical Collections.
Denison University Bulletin.
New York Microscopical Society Journal.
Torrey Botanical Club Bulletin.
Boston Society of Natural History, àfemoirs.
Boston Society of Natural History, Proceedings.
The Journal of Geology, Chicago.
Proceedings of Rochester Academy of Science.
National Museun, Washington, D.C., Bulletins and Reports.
Elisha Mitchell Society Journal.
Philosophical Society of Washington Bulletin.
U. S. Fish Commission Bulletin.
Geological Survey of United States.
Mineral Resources of United States.
Smithsonian Institute Bulletin.
Life Histories of North American Birds.
Michigan Flora.
Maine Pomological Society Transactions.
Wisconsin Academy Transactions.
Natural History Survey of Minnesota.

A merican Historical Association Reports.
American Academy of Arts and Sciences Proceedings.
New York Academy of Science Transactions.

New York Academy of Science Annals.
American Antiquarian.
The Auk.
Franklin Institute Journal.
Journal of Comparative Medicine.
Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Circulars.
Minnesota Natural History Survey Report.
State Historical Society of Wisconsin, Proceedings.
Meriden Scientific Association Transactions.
University of New York Bulletin.
Geological Survey of America Proceedings.
United States Department of Agriculture and Food Products,

parts 1 & 2.
BRITISIH:-

Royal Society Proceedings.
Linnean Society Proceedings.
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Linnean Socioty Journal.
Manchester Literary and Philosophical Society Proceedings.
Northumberland and Durham Natral listory Society Tran-

sactions.
Royal Society, Edinburgh, Proceedings.
Royal P>hysical Society Proceedings 1891-92.
lotanical Society, Edinburgh, Proceedings.
Royal Irish Academy, Anatomy of Cerebral Hemisphere.
Royal Dublin Society Scientifie Transactions and Proceedings.
Royal Irish Academy Transactions and Proceedings.

Société de Geographie Comptes Rendus.
Société le Geographie Bulletins.
L'Académie de Dijon Memoires.
Feuille des Jeunes Naturalistes.

MALTA
Mediterranean Naturalist.

ITA LV:-

Publications Del Instituto di Studi Superiori Florence.
Bolletino de la Societa Adriatica de Scienza Naturali in Trieste.

G ERMANY

Zeitschrift der Deutschen Geologischen Gesellschaft, Bericlite.
Transactions Natural History Society of -Iamburg.

H1ottA-oD:-

Mullhouse Société Industrielle Bulletins.
Nederland Meteorolog Jahrbuch.
Dutcl Society of Science, Haarlem, Archives.
Verhandlungen der Kaiser, Konig Goologischen Reichsanstalt.
Jahrbuch der Kaiser, Konig Geologischen Reichsaistalt.
Alminaiiach of Hungarian. Academy.
Memoirs presented to section of National Sciences Terinese-

therdom.inque.
Momoirs presented to section of Mathematices.
Bulletins of National and Mathematical Sciences, Ertesito.
Merioirs of Commission of National and Mathematical

sciences, Kozlrenylh.
Matwmatische und Naturwissenschiften, B3erichte.
Report of Hungarian Society of Sciences.
Adriatie Society of Natural Science.

Russ -

Memoires du, Conite des Geologique.
Geological C>mmittee of St. Petersburgh Bulletin.
Imperial Mineralogical Society Report.
Iniperial Soiety of Naturalists, Moscow, Bulletin.
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Society of Naturalists of New Russia, Odessa.
JA PAN :-

Imperial University of Japan, ''okio, Calendar.
Geographical Society Journal, Tokio.

MExIco
Sociedad Cientifica Memoires.

SouT Abonio:-
Museum of-dela Plata Report.
Société Scientifique du Chili, Actes.
Universidad Central del Equador, Annales.
Academy of Sciences, Cordova.

AUSTRALIA:-

Linnean Society of New South Wales Proceodings.
Royal Society of South Australia.
Australian Museum Records.
Royal Society of New South Wales Journal and Proceedings
Geological Survey Department of Mines, Victoria.
Linnean Society of South Australia Transa• 'ons.
Queensland Goological Survey Reports.

ANNUAL FIELD DAY.

On Saturday morning, June 3rd, a large number of
members of the Natural Iistory Society with their friends
gathered at the Windsor Station ready to leave for Ste.
Agathe, the point which had been selected by the Council
for the Annual Field Day of the Society.

The weather had been very threatening, rain having
fallen in the niorning and it was doubtful at first whether
the excursion would start. A telegraph from Mr. Carpmael,
of the Dominion Meteorological Service, however, stating
that the weather would be fine, decided the question and
the excursion left about 9 a.m.

The party was much larger than usual, about 180 persons
being presont. A special train was provided by the C.P.R.,
and all arrangements were excellent.

On leaving St. Jerome, the newly construeted portion of
the road was reached and the Laurentian mountains were
entered.
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As the engine labored up the steep grades and followed
the many windings of the North river, beautiful views
were obtained of the mountains rising on ail sides.

The district has been hitherto difficult of access and was
thus a terra incognita to most of the party.

At Ste. Agathe the whole population were drawn up in
their Sunday attire to welcome the Society. The Mayor

presented an address from the Town Council, in which he
spoke of the honor conferred on Ste. Agathe by its visit,
and hoped that nature would yield them many trçasures,
that the rocks would be found stored with valuable minerals
and that the flora would afford tbem rare and unknown
specimens.

Mr. Shearer, Vice-President, called upon ex-Ald. Rolland
to reply. After thanking the Mayor and Council of Ste.
Agathe on behalf of the Natural listory Society for the
address, he claimed that this advent would be a great ad-
vantage to the place by calling the attention of the outside
world to its advantages as a summer resort. The beauty
of tht lake and the surrounding mouitains only needed to
become known to attract people seeking relief from the
weariness of the town. It remained for the inhabitants to
make preparation for their coming by building cottages
suitable for them to live in. The harvest would come if
they were only ready to gather it in. After a few words
by Mr. Sumner announcing that prizes would be offered for
.the best botanical, geological and entomological collections,
the party divided up, some under the leaders of the several
sections devoting themselves to the Natural History of the
vicinity, while others more attract*-d by the beauties of the
landscape drove or walked to various points in the neigh-
borhood.

Rev. Dr. CampLell and Miss Derick, B.A., were the en-
thusiastic, leaders of the botanical section. Collections
were made by a large number of members of the Society,
and there was ,consequently a sharp competition for the
prizes in this section. Miss Jessie Brown took that for
niamed specimens, having twenty-one correctly named, and
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Miss Smaile obtained the prize for the largest collection of
unnamed plants, having fifty-five species.

Mr. H. H. Lyman acted as leader in ôntomology, and
very large collections were obtained by several gentlemen.
Mr. Winn secured the first prize for his collection of 104
species, while the second prize was awarded to Mr. Hfausen.

Dr. Adams, the leader of the geological section, at the
outset explained the general geological structure of the
whole district passed over since leaving Montreal, illustrat-
ing his remarks by diagrams in coloured chalks sketched
on a large slab which was found by the road side. He
stated that although the district about Ste. Agathe was
most interesting as showing geological structure, the un-
derlying rock was very uniformn in character and did not
furnish many specimens to the .-ollector. The rock, he
stated, was all anorthosite, composed almost exclusively of
a lime-soda feldspar, and had been erupted through the true
Laurentian rocks forming a great area of 990 square miles
in extent. Ste. Agathe was situated about the centre of
this area.

The effects of the great pressure to which these rocks
had been subjected and which had served to crush them in
a peculiar manner, were pointed ont, also the effect of the
ice, which had ground them down in the last glacial age,
as well as the numerous boulders of rocks not found in the
vicinity which had been carried to the locality by the ice
during this glacial period.

At 5 p.m., there was another gathering of the villagers
at the station to say good-bye. The thanks of the Society
were expressed in two or three short speeches, and the train
started homeward amid the cheers of both the villagers
and their visitors. After a fast run home, which was
enjoyed as much as the trip out, the Windsor station
was reached without further incident. There a vote of
thanks, with three hearty cheers, vas given to Mr. Mc.
Nichol and officers of the C.P.R. for the kindly manner in
which the Society had been treated.
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The trip was one of the most enjoyablo and successful
which the Society las mado for many years and will be
iemembcred with plieasure by all who took part in it.
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PROCEEDINGS OF THE MICROSCOPICAL SOCIETY.

MONTREAL, 10th April, 1893.

The regular monthly meeting of tL e Montreal Microscopi-
cal Society was held this evening in the library of the
Natural History Society, 32 University Street, at 8 o'clock.
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Present, Dr. Girdwood, President, in the chair, Senator
Murphy, Dr. Sterling, and Messrs. Stevenson, Geo. Sum-
ner, Richards, Learmont, Chambers, Beaudry, Johnston,
Gardner, Lovejoy, Shaw. The minutes of last meeting
were read and confirmed.

At the request of the President, Dr.Wyatt Johnston then
read an exceedingly interesting paper, his subject being
the." Microscope in Medicine." He began by saying that
it was about 30 years since the microscope began to be used
in the investigation of different diseases to which humanity
was subject, and by its aid an immense amount of light had
been thrown upon what was now termed the germ theory.
In such diseases a- tuberculosis, heart disease, la grippe and
others, the bacilli in the sputum could be recognized by the
aid ofthe microscope, and the practitioner was greatly as-
sisted in diagnosing bis case. Through the same instrumen-
tality it had been proved that dysentery was caused by an
intestinal parasite, and the discovery of the common bacillus
of cholera was also due to its power. In the examination of
blood it was shown to be invaluable; it not only revealed its
condition, but often assisted the physician to locate disease
when other methods failed.

Great interest was manifested in the experiments which
followed, as Dr. Johnston gave practical illustrations of the
methods employed in the examination of blood.

At the close of the lecture the members present joined in
a general discussion of the subject, and before adjourning a
very hearty vote of thanks vas tendered to Dr. Johnston for
his interesting lecture,

The President then announced Xat the last lecture of the
season would be delivered by J. B. MeConnell, Esq., M.D.,
C.M., subject, "Normal Histology of the Brain and Spinal
Cord."

The m'eeting then adjourned.
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SWEDISH CAMBRIAN-SIBERIAN HYOLITHIDÆE ANI)
CONULARIIDIE.1

This memoir marks an era in the study of these conical shells
of the older Paloozoic rocks. The author, Dr. Gerard Holm Las had
unusual facilities for the examination of these fossils, having had
before him the large collections of the Swedish Geological Survey,
amounting to over 1100 examples, and 45 operculo, as well as
numerous specimens from the museums of Stockholm, Upsala,
Christiania, Copenhagen, &c.

Dr. Holm discusses the zoological position of Hyolithes at con-
siderable length, of which the following is a summary :

This type of shell was at fßrst tak*en to be a Pteropod, and has
been so described in all the earlier, and best known works on Palm-
ontology, but of late years serious objections have been made to
this view.

Among the objectors are Neumayr and Pelseneer; the former of
these writers (1879-89) considers that the Iyolithido belong to an
entirely independent extint,, group of animals, which never had a
place near the Pteropods, but were nearly related to the Gasteropods;
he thinks there can be scarcely any doubt that they are molluscs.

Neumayr undoubtedly makes a mistake when he, following the
old custom, unites the genera Ilyolithus and Conularia in the one
family or division. Between these genera there are surely great
differences-as the following:

In Hyolithes the- shell is solid, rigid, thick, and consists of at
least three layers; it is composed of calcium-carbonate. In Conu-
laria it is thin, flexible, and formed of calcium-phosphate, united
with a horny substance.

In Hyolithes the shell is bilaterally symmetrical with dorsal and
ventral sides plainly marked. In Conularia it is quadrately or
rhombically prismatic, without any bistinct dorsal and ventral
side, etc.

The mouth of the shell in Hyolitlhes is not drawn together, but is
always furnished with an operculum. In Conularia, on the con-
trary, the mouth has its four sides bentinward, and never has an
operculum.

Hyolithes appeared earlier than Conularia, and there is no indica-
tion that the latter spring from any form of the former, or from
any common ancestor.

Lindström bas examined the zoological star ling of ConulariidS
and concludes that they ought to be referred permanently to the

1 Sveriges Kambrisk-Siluriska Hyolithido och Conulariido, Series C., No.
112 af Gerhard Holm, Stockholm, 1893.
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Pteropoda until sone bett*r ground can be shown for removing
them to another group in the animal kingdom -better than bave
been ahown by Hackel, Neumayr and Jhering.

Pelseneer has lately fully and profoundly discussed the Palaozoic
groups % hieh have been ieferred to Pteropoda, as to their relation-
ship to living Pteropods, and showed that nearly all the chief char-
acters of Hyolithes and Conularia are entirely wanting in the
Pteropods now existing. PtIseieer refers the Pteropods to Ophis-
tobranchia among the Gasteropods, considering that they have
sprung from the Butllio and Acloonido. The remains of Pteropod
are wanting in nearly the whole of Mesozoic time, which is hard to
understand if they had already appeared in numerousforms in the
Palæozoic. Pelseneer shows with reason that it appears to be a fixed
law of nature that a group of animals once extinct can never
reappear.i

The result of Pelseneer's investigations agree fully with Neu-
mayr's statement that Hyolithes and Conularia cannot belong to
any living group, and thus can stand in no generie relation to the
Pteropoda. In opposition to Neumayr he shows that they proba-
bly belung to widely distinct groups, but does not attempt to define
their place in the scale of beine.2

Likewise Walcott has been iuncertain of the place of Hyolithes
and Conularia, &c.. though he places them under the category of
Pteropoda as being in a measure representative of recent Ptero-
poda, they differ in other respects so much that it appears as
though a division of the Gasteropoda equivalent to the Pteropodla
might consistently be made to receive them.

T£he fossil which Linnarsson described as Hyolithes levigatus is
by G. Holm removed from that genus, and the new genus Torellella
instituted for it. The shell as in Conularia consists of calcium phos-
phate, the form is round, firm, weakly arched, of nearly equal
breadth; a compressed tube with elliptical section, of wihich the
edge of the orifice must have been straight. Ho refers this shell
as well as Salterella and Tentaculites to the Annelida.

Of the Family flyolithide, Holm says that it contains only the
genus Hyohtlius, and that other genera have certainly been re-
ferred here erroneously. Some show themselves to be less Mell

1 Pelseneer, P., Report on Pteropnda collected by Il. M. S. Challenger during
873-76--Zoolngy Vol. 23. London, 1SS8.

2 The coûnection with modern Pteropoda may be through Styliola and Creseis,
&c., wbich collectively range through the Lower and Upiper Silurian snd Devo-
nian. Some of these minute forms may yet be detected in the Mesozoic :ocks.
G.F.M.

3Second contribution to the study of the Cambrian faunns of North America,
Bullet. No. 30, U.S. Geol. Surv., p. 331. See also Trans. Roy. Sec. Can., Vol. iii,
pt. iv, p. 47, 1885.
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grounded and belong under Hyolithus, (Camerotheca, Diplotheca,
Matt. Pharetrella Hall); ,others probably have no relation to Hyo-
lithus (Coleoprion, Sandb. Coleolus, Hall and Clathrocxlia Hall);
still other8 are grounded on objects whose structure has been mis-
apprehended (as Bemiceras,' Eichw, and Hyolithellus Bill.) 2

HYOLITHIDE
Holmes describes the genus Hyolithus 3 very fully, as follows:
Shell bilaterally, symmetrical, pyramidal, or conical, more or less

elongated, straight or slightly bent in a symmetrical plane, rarely
towards one of the sides. Cross section usually sub-triangular,
but also circular, elliptical or lenticular. Dorsal and ventral sides
usually distinguishable.4 Dorsal side slightly ·arched, fiat or gut-
ter-shaped. Ventral side strongly arched, generally more or less
angulated along the middle. Mouth angulated or straight; in the
first case with dorsal side semicircularly arched; in the latter, on
the other hand, cut off straight or oblique against the dorsal or
ventral side. The sculpture consists of growth lines parallel to the
orifice, occasionally besides of longitudinal elevated lines or
mouldings, whereby more or less complicated sculptured surfaces can
arise. Diaphragms are often observed in the apex of the shell;
they are entire, not perforated by any siphon. The operculum
completely closed the mouth, no matter whether the same was an-
gulated or straight; sometimes it was slightly conical, with the
nucleus nearest the ventral side, and with concentric growth lines.

1 " Heniceras is evidently grounded on the interior of siphons of Endocoras,
as plainly appears from Eichwald's figures of all three species."

2 Speaking of the family Hyolithellidloe of Wal.'ott, Holm says "The name is
quite inapplicable * e since the genus Hyolithellus Bill. is grounded chiefly
on a Brachi pod previously described by Hall under the generic namue Discincila
which Billings and Walcott wrongly declared to be the operculum of a forta
nearly related to Hyolithus. This was, by -the last naned author.,, placed to-
gether with some sbining tubular forn, whose nature is hard to determine."

Slo adopts this spelling as the corr'ect form of the inme, though the origina-
tor of it, Eichwald, wrote Ilyolithes.

I "Opinions have changed as to whicb side should be regarded as the dorsal,
and which the ventral. In the simplest forms both sides are quite obseurely dif-
t crentiated, but with the piore highly developed genus (subgenus Hyolithus sens.
strict), the separation on the other band is plain. With the latter two opposite
sides can always be distinguishud.they are shown by a more or less sharp edge. One
of these sides is longer and has the edge of the orifice strongly arch cd forwards, and
this is considered the dorsal side ; the other whose mouth-edge is transverse, as
the ventral. Same conception bas been entertained by Salter, Matthew, and
froma 1886 by Walcott. But Hall, Billings and Walcott, before 1886, have held
the contrary view Barrande avoided distinctly determining this point by apply-
ing the termas "La grande face," (dorsal side) and "Les petitis faces (ventral
side). Novak named them "Die linderflache," and "Die Vorderflache. By fol-
lowing the developnent from the higher stages backward to the lower, one can
decide even in the earliest form which aide is dorsal and which ventral in the
sub-genus Hyolithus sens. str."
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Shell formed of calcium-carbonate, of the same nature and appear-
ance as in Gasteropods.

Dr. Holm says that species of Hyolithus have been described un-
der the following generic names :-Hyolithe8, Eich. Orthoceras,
Munst., Theca, J. Sow, Pugiunculus, Barr., Vaginella (pars.) d'Orb.
Cleodora (pars.) Ludw. Cleidotheca (pars.) Centrotheca (pars )
Salt. Cryptocaris (pars ) Barr. Camerotheca (pars.) Diplotheca (pars.)
Matt. Orthotheca (pars.) Novak, Pharetrella (pars.) Hall, Ceratotheca
(pars.) Bactrotheca (pars.) Novak.

Althourh Dr. Holin rejects Orihotheca Novak as a genus he ac-
cepts the teri as of sub.generic value, and divides Hyolithes into
two subgenera as follows:

Subgenus 1, ORTHiOTHEc&, Novak, 1887.
Mouth quite transverse, forming one plane, Operculum thereby

also fiat or slight convex, seldom with;the nucleus concave, but al-
ways having the edge of the operculum in one and the same plain.
The dorsal part of the operculum is never distinctly semiconical.

Subgenus HYoLrauS, sensu. str., Eichwald, 1840.
Edge of the orifice on the dorsal side semi-circular projecting, on

the ventral side the edge is transverse, therefore the mouth of the
shell forms two planes coming together at an obtuse angle. Oper-
culum having the saine fori as the mouth, and similarly angled,
and consisting of a smaall lunate ventral part and a semi-conical
dorsal part.

Dr. Holm bas been at great pains to arrange systematically the
forty species of Hyolithes which have passed under his observa-
tion, and as he bas in almost all cases been able to show the exact
geological horizon froin which these species have come, the ar-
rangement is of great value to the biologist. In his sub-genus
Orthotheca we find the following sections:

1. Teretes. The transverse sebtion circular or almost circular-
Cambrian (Kjerulfi to Forchammeri Zone).
. 2. Complanati. The transverse section perfectly rounded, but

with the dorsal side distinctly, though nlightly flattened. Lower
Cambrian.

3. Plicati. The transverse section, raniform, cordiform or tri-
angular, with the dorsal edge of the section concave, the dorsal side
strongly grooved. Cambrian (oelandicus-Forchammeri Zone).

4. Semjelliptici. The transverse section semi-elliptical or sub-
trapezoidal. The lateral edges sharp or almost sharp. The dorsal
side plain or veryslightly grooved. The aperture usually obliquely
cut, with the ventral side projecting (-Bactrotheca, p. p., Nov.)
Lower Silurian.

5. Quadrangulares. The transverse section almost rectangular.
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The shell with four quite sharp edges, and four aides tiat or slightly
concave The aperture obliquely cut, with the ventral side longer.
On the surface of the shell fine longitudinal raised lines prevailing.
(-Bactrotheca, p.p., Novak). L. Silurian.

6. Lenticulares.. The transverse section almost symmetrically
lentiform. The lateral edges extr aordinarily acute. The lines of
growth on the dorsal as well as on the ventral aide concave. Upper
Silurian.

In the sub-genus Hyolithus, as restricted by Holm, he finds two
main divisions, these are:

I. 2Eguidorsati. The ventral side wanting grooved channels near
the lateral edges. If the lines of growth there change direction
that is done by degrees with an even curve. The boundary line
between the real dorsal and the ventral sides are therefore the
same as the lateral edges of the shell, which are almost always
sharp.

Il. Magnidorsati. A little from each of the lateral edges on the
ventral aide is a stronger or feebler channel, bordered outward by
one or several longitudinal raised lines at the side of the channel,
.the growth suddenly changes in direction. Those channels are
.the boundary lines between the real dorsal and the ventral sides,
.which therefore are not identical with the lateral edges of the shell,
,the dorsal aide turning along those edges, and passing into the
ventral half of the sheil. What seems to be the ventral aide, there-
fore, is divided into three fields, those belonging to the turned over
.dorsal aide, and that in the middle being the real ventral side.

Under the division /Pquidor8ati the following groups are con-
tained.

1. Transversistriati. The surface of the dorsal aide as well as the
ventral aide has lines of growth only-This is a large section con-
taining species ranging from the Rlandicus Zone to the Upper
Silurian (c.) of the Swedish divisions.

2. Venirilineati. The surface of the dorsal aide with lines of-
growth only, that of the ventral aide, ornamented with coarser or·
finer lines, straight longitudinal raised lines covering the whole-
breadth of surface. The lateral edges acute.-Forchammeri--
Lituite Zone, mostly Lower Silarian.

3. Dorsilineati. The dorsal aide with longitudinal raised lines
over the whole surface, or at least at the lateral edges.-Lower
Cambrian to Trinucleus Zone.

4. Crispati. The surface of the shell ofi the dorsal aide as well
as on the ventral side with very elevated lanielliform longitudinal
raised lnes, most often with.the.;edge more or les undn1ating.-
Lower Siluria4.
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Under the division of Magnidorsali are the following divisions:
1. Aequali. Tfie ventral side rounded without a sharp keel in

the middle.-Vaginatus to Lituite limestone.
2. Carinati. The ventral side sharply keeled, with the lip and

lines of growth of the middle field, forming either a single strongly
projecting obtuse angle, or two side arches, separated by an in-
ward curvature The channel bordered outward by- a single
strongly developed longitudinal raised iine.-Olenus Zone to Vagi-
natus limestone.

These are the main divisions of Dr. Holm's classification, but
each is sub-divided into one or more sections and sub-sections, and
the Swedish type species of each section mentioned, so that the
scheme forns a complète key to the classification of the Swedish
species, and a most valuable reference for the Hyolithoid form of
.all countries.
. This classification, based as it is on so large an amount of
material, vill be of great service in the future study of this group of
fossils. As it is largely based on external ornamentation it is
'more readily available than if it turned entirely on internal struc-
ture. It bas accomplished for -Iyolithes what de Verneuil's classi-
4éal work did for Orthis nearly fifty years ago,1 but in a much more
complete and systematic way. By treating the genus in its rela-
tions to time and space it brings out the genetie relations of the
different sections of Hyolithes, and shows the simpler forms to have
been the earlier.

The tendency of opinion in modern times, however, is to the
breaking up of large and unwieldy groups such as ayolithes and
Orthis, and so we think that future writers will, by using lines of
descent, endeavour to perform this service for Hyolithes, as it lias
been done recently fo- Orthis by Messrs. Hall and Clarke. What-
ever may be attempted in this way in future years it is certain
that Holm's classification of Hfyolithus will be found exceedingly
useful.

There are other features in this work well worthy of study.
Following the example of Barrande in his work on the Pteropoda
of Bohernia. * Dr.' olm' devotes considerable'space to the geo-
graphical distribution and vertical range af the different species of
H{yolithes. • Systematic and complete tables are given of the occur-
i-'ence of species'in Sweden, Norway, Dehma'rk, Russia, Great Bri-
tain, Bolhemia, Canada, United States and other countries. Also a

. Russia-and the Ural M~tns,-184..

Systême Silurtien de la Bol;in, Vôýl.'Iii.

3 Genera of Palmozoic Brachiopoda, Part L, 1892.
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list of ail described Cambrian and Silurian (Upper and Lower)
species, with synonyms.~ The total numberof species of Hyolithus,
including those.of the Devonian, Cambrian nnd Permian, are stated
by Holm at 178. He gives a list of species-names suppressed as
being synonyms or wrongly applied ; also an historical outline of
the literature of the genus in Sweden, also an "Attempt at a
Natural Grouping."

This scheme or table for a natural grouping, intended to show
the derivation and supposed genetic relations of the several sec-
tions of Hyolithes will interest biologists. Dr. Holm finds that the
only species outside of Scandinavia which can be used for a pur-
pose of this kind are those of Bohemia and North America, others
are few in number. or imperfectly described or based on defective
material. The oldest forms knowii at the base of the Cambrian
show already 1 wo " stem forms," viz., the two sub-genera of Hyo-
lithes, which Dr. Holm recognises represented by several species;
hence he infers that the Lower Cambrian Hyolithes of necessity
must have sprung from somq older, and to us unknown fauna.

Albout sixty-three pages of the work are devoted to descriptions
of the numerous Swedish species, most of which are herein for the
first time described.

CONULARIIDE.

The .Conularias form a less important feature of. this work than
the Hyolithidie, the species of the former genus being somewhat
scarce in Sweden, and the work not treating of any later species
than those of Silurian aze. But the description of the group has
been carried out with the same completeness and assiduous atten-
tion to detail which marks the part relating to the HyolithidS.
Bohemia still stands forth as " par. excellence, the region of the
Conularias, with twenty-four spscies, unearthed and described
chiefly by the illustrious Barrande. Sweden presents sixteen
species described chiefly by Holmn and Lindström, while the
United States has eighteen species, nearly half of which have been
described by Jas. Hall. The only species known, older than the
Lower Silurian, is one described by Walcott froni the Upper Cam-
brian.

As with Hyolithes so in this genus Dr. Holm gives a tentative
natural grouping of the species. He divides them as follows:

1. Lves. Shell smooth, only having growth lines, which appear
as wrinkles. Segmental line indented.

2. Longitudinales. A preponderating sculpture of longitudinal
elevated lines. Segmental line elevated.

3. Mon2iferx. Sculpture obliterated by cross threads beset with
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tubercles, without any fine three ds connecting the former, or of
tubercles only, arranged in trans verse rows.

4. Cancellaix. Sculpture a lattice work of transverse coarse main
ribs, always plainly and sharply be nt at obtuse angles; also finer
and lower small ribs connecting th e former.

The forms are further classified under these general heads by
more minute variations of sculpture, as in the case of the Hyo-
lithido, so that the whole scheme forms an excellent key to the
identification of species.

About sixteen pages of the work are devoted to the description
of the Swedish species of Sil urian (Upper and Lower) Conulariide.

TORELLELLIDE.

Gen. Torellella Holm.

Under this heading is describAd two small slender organisms
Which Dr. Holm separates from Hyolithes, chiefly because theshell
is composed of calcium phosphate (66 per cent.) He regards them
as probably allied to the worms. One is from the Lower Cambrian
the other from the Lower Silurian, and as regards the former he
expresses surprise that no related species bas been found in the
Lower Cambrian of North America. It bas been collected from
the Lower Cambrian of Norway, Sweden, Finland and Denmark.
He suggests that Hyolithes elongatus Barr. and Coleoprion bohemi-
cum Barr. and C. Sandbergeri Barr. may belong to this genus.

Dr. Holm's work is illustrated by six excellent plates showing in
detail the characters of all the species treated of in his memoir;
which is one of the series of works published by the Geological
Survey of Sweden, and one of the most meritorious, in that it in-
troduces order into the chaos of species heretofore passing ulider
the name Hyolithes, Theca, &c

G. F. MATTHEW.
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ABSTRACT FOR THE MONTH OF MAY, 1893.
Meteorological Observations, McGill College Observatory, Montreal Cauada. Height above sea level. 187 reet. C. FI. MoL EOD, Superintendent.

THERMOMETER.

Mean. 1 Max.
DAY.

2

3
4

6
Suov...-7

8
9

12
il

SUNDay. . 14

r5
:6
117
18
19

20

23

24
25
26

SUNDAY....

29

30
31

..... Means

19 Years means)
for and including>
this month ....

48.9
45 6
49.4
45-3
47.7
48.7
59.0

62.8
68.o
75.6
78. 8
84.4
73.3
54 1

6z.5
59.6
63.5
58.o
56.7
70.8
71.5

71 O

84.8
57.5
67.5

-60.2
63.5
60.1

71.>

70.8
72.5

63.3

63.57

Min.

41.0

39.7
38.4
37.2

34.9
38.2
42.3

45.6
47-5
49.6
56.5
56·3
50 2

47.7

44.9
44.3
51.5

44.5
42.5

45 4
55 6

50.2

54.6
44.2

44.0

39.8
41.3

47.5

47-0

47·3
52.5

45.9

45-37

Ranîge.

7.9
5 9

11.0

8.:
12.8
20.5

:6.7

17.2
20.5

26.0
22.3
28.2
23.1

6.4

16.6
15.3
12.0

23.5
24.2

25 4

15.9

2., .8
30.2

13.3
23.5

20.4

22.2

22.6

24.5
23.5

20.0

27.4

:8.20

30.r 273
29.9585
29.9697
29.5512

29.5665
29.8593

30.2175

30.1830
30.2200

30.033
29 8553
29.7365

29.8028
29.7072

29-3293
29.3632

29-7753

29.8933

29.7602

29.4700

29.9047
29.8538
30.0245
29.8655

29.7688
29.7915

30.0582

29.8364

29.9327

• BAROMETER.

§ Max.

30.210

30.036
30.021

29.895
29.689
29.999

30.261

30.252

30.146
30.262

29.994
29.836

29 83a
29.839
29.472
29.531

29.943

30.029

29.841

29 578
28.9$8
30.005
30 07

30.072

29 83r
29.866
20.194

§ Min.

29.970

29.881
29 924
29.368
29.418
29 730

30.178
30.121

30.094
29.976
29.74r
29.6>9

29.765
29.551

29.245

29.287

29.570
29.727

29.696
29-349

29.700
29.665
30-001

29.637

29-731
29.756
23.974

Range.

.240

.145

.097
527

.271

.269

.083

.231

.052

.253

227

.o65

.286

.2,7

.244

.373

.302

.145

.129

.288

.340

.070

-435

. roo

.140

.22

.z6?

ANALYSIS OF WIND RECORD.

Directior........ N. N.E. E. S.E. S. S.W. W. N.W.

Miles ........... 672 2337 720 1347 445 3:02 2755 943

Duration inhrs. 63 229 55 92 40 147 157 59

ean velocity...l 1o 7 18.1 13.1 T4.6 11.1 21.1 17.6 x6.o

Greatest mileage in one hour was 48 On the 23rd. Resultant direction, S. 650 W.
Greatett velocity in gusta 60 miles per hour, on Ttl mileage, 12,321.

the 23rd.
Resultant mileage 2522. Average velocity, 16. 6m. per hour.

I

t Mean
pres-

sure of
vapour.

.2277

.2587

.2613
.2480
.2323

.2177

.1872

.2063

.2540

.3137

.320,
3268

.3462
3612

.4013

3190
.25o8
.2780

.2845
.4068
.2120

.2883

.2152

.2647

.2930

-3313
.4168

.2856

t Meau
relative
humid-

ity.

96.o

V2.7
91.7
86 8
76.8

45-5
42.3

45.0

45.3
43.3
62 o

89.2
02.8
89.7
86.7
71.8
56.3

58 2

65 5S
58.2
69 .5
58. 5
69 o

61.7
74.'2

74.2

69.7

65-41

I WINI
'Mea

General velocity
direction. in mile8

I perhour

Dew
point.

37.7
42.0

41.3
40.0

38.0
36 5

32.8
35 3
40 5

45.8
46.3
46.3

48.8
49.8
52.8
46-3
4r.3

42.8

43.5
52.8
36.2
42.7
36.3
41 3

44.3
47.3
54.0

16.7

13 9

9.3
29 9

12.3
9.0

13 8

iro x
29 3

29 4
22.0
23.5

22.4

22.5

8.1
13.7

15.9
9.9

z6.8
18.0
29 5

15.2

28.9
28.8
21.0

13•8
20 3
22.3

13.4
zz.7

:2.8

26.6

SKY CLOUDRD
IN TrNTIHs.

-

10.0 10 20

10.0 10 10

10.0 10 go

10.0 10 10

10.0 20 20

8.8 10 3
.... ... . .

4.3 10 o
7.5 10 2
2.5 0 O
0 0 00 O

3.2 10 o

7.8 1o o

7.0 10 o
10.0 10 1O

10.0 10 10

100 10 10

7.8 10 O
50 10 O

35 10 O
7.7 0 O
9.0 10 5

3 2 0 O

7 2 0 o

6.7 0 O
.... ...·.-.

1.7 6 o
6.3 o o

3.5 9 O

6. .. |

6 3

* Barometer readings reduced to sea-level and

temperature of 32° Fahrenheit.
§ Observed.
t Pressure of vapour in inches of mercary.
‡ Humidity relative, saturation being 100.
¶ 12yearsonty.

The greatest heat was 84.8 on the 23rd and;
the greatest cold was 84.9 on the 5th, giving a
range of temperature of 49.9 degrees. Warmest
day was the 12th. Coldest day was tie 4th High-

n 2

00

»o
0000

00

04
76

67
96
92

86
24

04

19
00
00

00
22

95
00

97
00
72

72

45
53

97
46
87

¶141 6

or

0.47

0.03

o 94
0.23
0.09

0.01

0.05

0.05

o.:8

0.23

0.04

0.02

0. t4

0 32

007

0.21

0.09

3.36

22

DAY.

0.15 I

0.47
003
o 94 j
0.23
0.09

0.05

o.o6
0.05

o.r 8

0.23

0.04

0.02

0.24

0 32

0 07
O il

009

·361

43.47
42.30

43.40

40-52

42.23

43.53

53-33
58.78
62.78
68 40
71.02

60.45

52.00

52.70

55.65
50.33
48.65
9 45

58-57
65.37
50.40
52.67
So.65
52.20

58.03
56.40
62.23

53.87

54 34

est barometer reading was 30.261 on the 8th ; low-
est barometer was29.245 on the 17th, giving a
range of 1.016 inches. â'aximum relative humid-
ity was 97 on the 2nd and 16th. Minimum rela-
tive humidity was 23 on the 12th.

Rain fell on 19 days.

Auroras were observed on 2 nights.
Solar halo on the 9th
Tl'hunderstorm on 4 days.

I...

E.
N.E.
N.E.
N.B.W.
N.

N.W.

N.
S.1V.S.w.
S W.
S.E.
N.E.
N.E.

N.
N.E.
N.E.
S.E.
W.
W.

S.W.

S.W.
S.E.W.
W.
W.

S.E.
W.

s.W.
SE.W.

S. 65" W.

2
3
4
5
b

7 . SUNDAV

8
9

Io

Z3
14 ... •.. SUNDAY

15
à6
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18
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2. .. ... .. SUNDAY

22

23
24
25

26

... ...... SUNDAY

29
30

31

Sums .............. .

c ears means foy
and including this
month.

50 a 2.89 ... 289
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ABSTRACT FOR THE MONTH OF JUNE,
Meteorological Observations, Mc-Gill College Observatory, Montreal, Canada. Height above sea level, 187 feet.C.

Il _____________

D &Y.

2

3
SUNDAV.. 4

5
6
7
8
9

10
dUNDAV....z

12

23
24
25
z6
27

SusDaY........18

29
loi
21
22

23
24

SuNDor........25

a6
i2
28
39
30

31

.... .Means

19 Years means
for and including
this month......

THERMOMETER.

Mean.

65.45
65.70
67.05

74-85
47.68
60.68
68.33
71.77
71.63

6z. zo
68.83
74.23

74.65
65.68
64.83

71.53

76-30
71.37
65.58
59.20
61.63

64.08
64.77

.66.87
78.20
73.15

68.oz

64.75

Max. Min.

75.3 54.0
75-5 59.3
77-6 61.4
74-8 65.5

84.5 64.0
74.0 63.5
70.3 54-2

79.5 54.4
82.8 60.2
80.8 62.8
63.0 54.4

67.8 53.2

79.0 57.7
840 62.o
82.6 62.2

73-5 57.8

75.7 53.9
84.x 60.0

8z.8 58.5
86.5 67.0
80.6 61.5
75.6 59-o
65-3 57.2
72.5 54-3
73-2 54.2

74-5 59.5
75.6 56.3
75.5 6z.o
150.4 60.2
84.0 62.6

77.0 59._

73.51 56.26

Range.

22.3

16.2
16.2
9.3

20.5
20.5

26.2
25.1

22.6
18.o
8.6

24.6
21.3
22.0

20.5

'15-7
22.8
24.2

23.3

19.5
19.x
,6.6

8.2
27.2
29,0

25.o
19.3
24.5
20.2

22.4

17.9

27.35

•BAROMETER.

Mean.

30. X438
30.1232

30.0687

29.8105

29.7633
30.0282

30-1325
29.9757

29.8725

30.1037

30.2345
30.028
29.905

29.9825
29.9667

29.9725

29.9022

29.7275

29.6395
29.8298
29.9562

29.7400

29.9363
30.0963
30.1.812

30.0515

§ Max.

30.187
30 165
30.128

29.854
29.817
30.252

30.298
30.091

29.979

30.139
30.184
30.07

29.966
30.013

30-030

30.211
29.982

29.838
29.675
29.947
29.981

29.808
30.032

30.217
30.124

30.095

29.9597

29.9=22 . ..

§ Min.

30.109

30.082

29.998

29.762
29.702

29.905

30.067
29.876
29.828

30.043

30.083
29.915

29.881
29.910

29.913

29.854
29.829
29.641

29.612

29.685
29.929

29.703

29.857
30.068
30.035

30.008

Range.

-078
.083

.120

.093

.215

.247

.23

.215

.152

.096

.201

.92

.085
.03

.257

.£53

.197

.063

.262

.052

....

.zo5
.275

.049
.o89
.087

· . -153

ANALYSIS OF WIND RECORD.

Direction........ N. N.E. E. S.E. S. S.W. W. N.W. CALIS.

Miles.... ........ 3748 236 70 Z910 302 2633 2o79 86

Durationinhrs.. z56 36 29 263 42 297 8 23 5

Nfean velocity... zz.22 6.55 3.68 11.72 7.29 13.36 22.22 6.6o

Greatest mileage in one hour was 33 on the 1lth.
Greatest velocity in gusts 36 miles rer hour, on

ithe lth.
Resultant mileage 2034.

Resultant direction, S. 400 W.

Total mileal, ,06.4.

Averago velocity, Il. 2m. per hour.

t Mean r Mean
pres- relative Dew

sure of humid- point.
vapour. ity.

.4022 64.5 52.3

.4613 73.5 56.2
•5975 90 3 63.8

.6473 75.0 66.2

.6200 91.2 65.2

.3687 70.2 50.5

.4220 6z.3 54.0

•5077 66.7 59.3
.5278 67.8 60.3

.4563 84.3 56.5

.5602 8o.o 62.0

.6oo8 73.- i64.o

.5207 60 3 59.8

.4508 66. 5 55.8

.4470 73.2 55:7

•5743 71.2 62.0
.6383 70.2 65.7
.5230 67.0 60.0

.4523 72.2 56.2

.4540 90.5 56-5

.4820 88.o 58.o

.5055 85.0 59 2

4712 78.2 57 5
.4785 73.2 57.7
.5628 74.2 62.3
.5517 69 o 61.8

.5109 74.5 59.2

.4P89 69.I ....

WIND.

General
direction.

S.E.
S.E.
S.E.
S.E.

S.W.S.W.s.W.s.W.
S.W.S.W.

N.
N.

S.E.
W.
N.

S.E.
S.E.
N.

N.
W.
N.

S.E.
S.E.
N.
N.

S.E.S.S.W.S.W.S.W.

s. .o" W.

Mean
veloiy
in miles
perhour

9.1

16.2
13.2
20.3

25.2

25.4
20.6

25.9
24.4
27.2
20.2

23.2
5.8

23.8
25.2
15.o
8.4
3-0

7.8
22.3

2z.7
13.2
412

4.3
3.6

5.1
8.o
5.0

7.8

11.2

IN TaNTHS.

2
6.7 :0 O
0.0 0 10

8. 2.0o 5

2.5 7 O
9.5 10 7
6.2 1o o
2.2 8 O
2.8 8 o
7.3 z0 4

6.8 Io o

3.2 10 o
0.5 2 O

2.2 5 o8 20to o

7.7 10 6
5.2 10 0

5.2 10 O

3.3 7 O
3.2 9 o
9.3 20 6
9 7 2o 4
7.5 10 O

8.3 10 1
9 7 20 8
2.3 6 O

4-3 8 o
o.8 6 o

5.90 .

5.7 . ..

* Barometer readings reduced to se-level and
temperature of 32 Fahrenheit.
§ Observed.
t Pressure of vapour in inches of mercary.
t Hfumidity relative, saturation being 100.
¶ 12 years only.
The greatest heat was 86.5 on the 20th and;

the greatest cold was 53.2 on the 12th, giving a
range of temperature of 33.3 degrees. Warocst
day wasthe 5th. Coldest day was the23rd. l1gh-

1893.
H. McLEOD, Superintendent.

49
07
14

07

93

71
93
84
83
00

14
77
88
91
i7

35
85

69
85
88
00

15

56

00

32
89
72
96

50

o.o6 ...
o.68 ....
1-35

0.4

0.43 ....

0.07 ....

0.32 ....
0.... ....

0.52
0.43 ....

o.40 ...

... . ..

.d

.. .

o.68
2.35

0.46

o 43

0.07

0.32
o.o8

o.o6

0.07

0.52

0.49

O 40

4.99

DAY.

2

3
4
5 •. ....... SUNDAV

6
7
8
9

10
I2 ...... ... SUNDAV

22

23
14
15
16
17
2 · ·..... .. SUNDAT

'9
20

21

22

23
24
25 .......... SuNoAY

16
27
28
29

30

3t

Sums ................

19 Yca.s means foî
I154 j 3.44 .... 3.44 and including th,:

1 1 1 1 month.

est barometer reading was 30.187 on the 1st ; low-
est barometer was29.612 on the 22nd, giving a
rarge of 0.575 inches. Maximum relative humid-
ity wa 99 on the 23, 24 and 27th. Minimum rela-
tive humidity was 40 on the 15th.

Rain fell on 14 days.

Auroras wero observed on 2 nights.
Fog on 2 days.

Thunderstorms on 6 days.
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